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Ideally situated to save
you time and money.
When Eastern meets your distribution needs, you have an experienced group working
for you in two ideal locations: Greenville, South Carolina, and Jacksonville, Florida.
The recent addition of two brand new distribution centers in Imeson Park at Jacksonville
gives us total floor space of 1 ,167,000 sq. ft., with more projected. Our materials handling
and warehouse maintenance equipment is the finest. Our personnel hand picked. Our
responsiveness to your instructions quick enough to move goods on a same-day basis.
And our computer capability allows us to consolidate loads whenever we can save you
money by doing so.
Write or call Harold Segars now at 803/277-2475 And if you're interested in using our
Greenville facilities, ask about No Situs savings under the most favorable inventory tax
laws in the nation.
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IMPORTANT
EMERGENCIES: A first aid station is
located under Section A on South side of
Stadium. Trained nurses are on hand all
during the game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher. Each usher has
been informed the seat location of
doctors. Ambulances are located at Gates
2 and 10.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located at
Stadium Ticket Offices at Gates 1,5,9 and
13.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for the
information of spectators concerning the
game Please do not request the use of
the public address system to make
social contacts at the game.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's rest-
rooms are located beneath the stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report same to Gate 1 In-
formation Booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath the stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal. A
concession price list is published on the
back page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received over the telephone located in
the press box, the number of which is listed
with the operator as Press Box, Clemson
Memorial Stadium.
NOTICE: Possession or consumption of
alcoholic beverages are prohibited by
Act No. 550 of the General Assembly of
South Carolina, 1 967, and rules of the
alcoholic beverage Control Commis-
sion in this stadium and the surrounding
area. By order of: S. C. Alcoholic Be-
verage Control Commission.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is
prohibited at an athletic contest in Clemson
Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.
Warren Ratchford, sophomore from Gaffney,
who led the Tigers in kickoff returns as a
freshman a year ago. is featured on the cover
today Ratchford was first going to be redshirted,
but was brought out of retirement in the third
game (Georgia Tech), only to be injured. He is
lost for the season, but has been granted another
year of eligibility.
They Focus Oi»ThETiqERS...
A Look At Clemson's Highly-Trained
Communications Center Staff
One of the major departments at
Clemson University is the Com-
munications Center, a service-
designed organization which provides
all of the photographic and com-
munication needs for the University,
both on campus and throughout the
state for the extension services.
The department is service-designed
in that the Communications Center
charges for the actual materials only,
so the various departments are not
charged for the job, or by the hour.
And the Center's assignments are
numerous. For example, for the 1974-
75 fiscal year, the Communications
Center received 10,228 work orders;
made 19,720 photographs and 40,810
slides; shot and processed 294,818
feet of movie film; and produced over
55 hours of TV programs and over
1700 hours of radio programs.
These assignments covered every
single academic department on
campus, the public relations, alumni
and athletic needs, pictures and slides
for graduate students' thesis re-
quirements, student and faculty ID card
pictures, and film for TV showings
which covered everything from soy-
bean and tobacco growth to catfish
farming and shrimping.
A large portion of the assignments,
of course, are for Clemson's ever-
expanding athletic department, which
includes 12 men's varsity teams and
four women's varsity squads.
And for the athletic department, the
various assignments include filming
football practice sessions as well as all
games for the football and basketball
teams; making head and shoulder and
team pictures for all 16 varsity sports;
shooting intramural activities which are
normally conducted at night and on the
weekends; as well as processing and
developing films and meeting dead-
lines for the various teams.
Harry Durham is the Director of the
Communications Center, and he is in
charge of all operations of that de-
partment.
In addition to his demanding work
schedule, he recently produced
educational promotion tapes which
have been used for the NCAA col-
legiate football telecasts on the ABC
Television Network.
The Associate Director of the
Communications Center is Jim Burns,
who spends endless hours serving
both his department and the University.
He can usually be found atop the press
box shooting isolated film clips for the
Red Parker Show.
Tom Shockley, the Assistant Direc-
tor of Photographic Services, is in
charge of shooting and editing the
football game film for the following
day's TV show, and Charles Haralson,
the Supervisor of Photographic
Services, shoots the coaches' film
which is broken down into different
reels for both the offense and the
defense.
Down on the sidelines, Vince Ducker
covers a considerable amount of
ground throughout the football after-
noon in capturing field level movies.
Then immediately following the
game at home, or when the film is
brought back to campus from a road
trip, Clyde Leopard, the Color Pro-
cessing Technician, is responsible for
processing the film so Shockley can
Vince Ducker stays busy on the sideline at each
one of the Tigers' grid battles.
begin his task of editing it for the
scheduled TV showing.
But while the movie cameras are
rolling at full speed, there are five other
cameras which click the action and
capture the excitement on the field in
the form of glossy black and white
prints or color slides.
Photographers Ben Hendricks and
Jim Martin are responsible for shooting
first half action. They leave the game at
halftime, return to the Center and
develop the prints, then deliver a pack-
et of six game action photos to each
member of the working press who has
requested this service. Although the
majority of newspapers in South
Carolina send staff photographers to
cover the Tigers, it certainly makes it
convenient for papers in North Caroli-
na, Georgia, Maryland, and Virginia to
be able to obtain the game action prints
for publication in their respective
papers.
r
From left to right, Tom Shockley, Charles
Haralson, and Jim Burns are busy capturing the
Clemson Tigers on film.
Jim Burns, left, gets assistance from his son
Mercer, a Clemson student who helps the de-
partment during his spare time, in changing a
magazine of film on one of the cameras.
When the action is over, Clyde Leopard proces-
ses the game film so it can be prepared and
edited for the following day's Red Parker Show.
Ben Hendricks, foreground, and Jim Martin
rarely see the last half of the home football
games. They leave at the intermission to develop
the first half action shots, then return with the
packets to distribute them to the members of the
news media.
Another photographer, Hal Smith,
shoots the action with a polaroid
camera, and Mercer Burns, a Clemson
student who works with the Com-
munications Center staff during the
season, acts as the messenger and
delivers the print to the coaches on the
sidelines. From these prints, the grid
assistants can determine what
changes should be made in the Tigers'
game plan.
Jimmy Skinner, a recent Clemson
graduate, shoots most of the intramural
assignments and handles copy work
and printing, and his football afternoon
duties range from sideline or crowd
material to covering requests from the
visiting team.
Although not a staff member of the
Communications Center, Bill Cromer,
the manager of Clemson's Central
Jimmy Skinner inspects a negative from one of
his assignments. Often he handles the re-
quirements for Clemson's opponent.
Printing Service, spends his day off
roaming the sidelines and catching the
action in the form of color slides.
But there's more to the Communi-
cations Center than these hectic
Saturdays, and 40-hour weeks are rare
occurrences.
Janet Pilgrim is the department's
receptionist and secretary, and it's her
pleasant voice or warm smile which
greet the visitor or caller to the
Communications Center.
Versatile Frances Holliday, a lab
technician, handles everything from
those duties to secretarial work. She is
also responsible for all of the billing,
and even though her chores are
demanding and never routine, Ms.
Holliday always manages a smile for
the always long line of customers.
Bonnie Bouknight spends the majority of her
work day in the darkroom printing and enlarging
photographs.
But smiles are what one has come to
expect from the staff. The personable
Deanna Petty, a secretary, is re-
sponsible for waiting on the customers,
handing out the supplies, and billing.
Bonnie Bouknight is a lab technician,
and chances are that her hands
touched the majority of the 1 0,000 plus
orders that came through the de-
partment last year.
And one very important member of
the staff is the Communications Center
Artist, Helen Weaver, who has drawn
just about everything possible for the
athletic department, including covers
and player sketches for the press
guides and brochures.
Earl Cosens, Al Littlejohn, Frank Nix,
and Dennis Sommers, spend most of
their time with the television end of the
center, and all have worked with the
Hal Smith gets the action with his polaroid, and
the coaches are able to evaluate the various
formations and their effectiveness against the
Tigs' opponent. Helen Weaver, the department artist, sketches everything from formulas to program covers.
athletic department in cutting radio
tapes for a special Red Parker radio
show, and others for promotional
reasons.
In all that has been described, there
are other areas too numerous to
mention, but which occupy the days of
these dedicated University employees.
Seldom do the people behind the
scenes get the recognition they truly
deserve, but the Tiger athletic de-
partment certainly appreciates a job
well done by Clemson's Communi-
cations Center — an organization that
focuses on the Tigers.
Frances Holliday and student assistant Terry Miller work on billing the more than 10,000 orders
which the department received last year.
v
Communications Center Director Harry Durham Student assistant Patricia Borders, left, and Deanna Petty, prepare the finished work for







Clemson University TIGER BAND
Tiger Rouser: SOCK IT TO EM (Filmore)
TIGER RAG (Arr. Yoder)
Presentation of Colors: NATIONAL EMBLEM (Bagley)
Clemson University Army ROTC Honor Guard
Commanded by Cadet Captain Charles Wilkins
Bicentennial Salute
AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL (Arr. Dragon)
Prayer: Offered by Fellowship of Christian Athlete's
Representative Bobby Cothran
NATIONAL ANTHEM (Arr. Damrosch-Sousa)
ALMA MATER (McGarity-Hawkins)
Clemson University Chorus, William W. Campbell, Director
Retirement of Colors
Tiger Rouser Reprise
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY vs. NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Game Announcer: Chuck Heck
For the Clemson Band: Nick Peck
North Carolina State University Wolfpack Marching Band
Don Adcock, Director: The Music of Henry Mancini
Clemson University TIGER BAND
Entrance: SIMPLE GIFTS (Arr. Boyd)
Patterns: EMBLEM OF UNITY (Arr. Boyd)
Solo Twirlers: Carolyn Helena and Katie Pickett
Concert Feature: SING, SING, SING (Arr. Leach)
Solo Twirlers: Carolane Bagnal and Debbie Rowell
Exit: TIGER RAG (Arr. Edmundson)
AND NOW TH€ W€ATH€R. FAIRANDWARM€R
WITHAMONT€ZUMA SNOWDLAST
LIK€LY THIS €V€NING.
What better way to follow up
a lot of tough, strenuous foot-
ball watching than with a cool,
refreshing Montezuma Snowblasf?
You've never heard of a Montezuma
Snowblast? Well, you con find out
what it is by ordering one at your
favorite watering hole. Or better yet,
you can make one yourself, right in
your own domicile.
Here's how.
To make a Montezuma
Snowblast, you take a
large amount of subzero
WX\)
altocumulus clouds-
no, that's not it. Here it is.
Take VA ounces of that noblest
of tequilas—Montezuma— and
set it aside. Or drink it, and set an-
other VA ounces aside. Then take
12 heaping ounces of ice, fill a glass
with it, pour in Montezuma and fill
up the glass with Fresco* the tangy
citrusy Thirst Quencher. Quetzalcoatl!
You've got an authentic Montezuma
Snowblast ready to unleash on friend and
foe alike.
This recipe is void where
prohibited or otherwise
restricted.
Get an authentic Montezuma Snowblast
T-shitt.Jusf look fot our display at your local
store. Or send $2.95 (check or M.O. only) to
Barton Brands.
Dept C 200 S Michigan Ave..
Chicago, IL 60604. Indicate S. M, L.
or XL. Offer good while supply lasts.










the noblest tequila of them oil.
01975.80 Proof Tequila Distilled and
bottled by Dorton Distillers Import Co
.
New
York, New York Why are you reading oil
this little stuff'




Although Clemson holds a two to one edge (28 victories
to 1 4 losses) against N. C. State, the Tigers haven't tasted
victory since that 24-1 9 stemwinder at Raleigh in 1 968.
The two teams did not meet in 1 969 or 1 970. In his year
as interim coach in 1971, Al Michaels gave the Tigers a
31-23 going over here in the Valley, and since that time,
Lou Holtz has found easy going against Clemson with
victories which went 42-1 7, 29-6 and 31-10.
The current four-game winning streak which the 'Pack
holds against the Tigers is the longest for N. C. State since
the series started in 1899. On two previous occasions the
Wolves put back-to-back victories together (1946-47 and
1963-64).
Of the previous 43 games, there has only been one tie
and that was a 0-0 draw in 1 906.
Clemson and State have usually played it close to the
vest. Nineteen of the games have been decided by a
touchdown or less. The Tigers' biggest margin of victory
has been 27 points (1930 & 1950) while State's 21 -point
triumph last year has been its largest spread.
Fifteen times Clemson has claimed a shutout and State
has returned the favor five times, but there hasn't been a
blanking by either team since the 1964 season, but it
seems that since that time the two teams have been more
offensively-minded than defensively.
In the last eight games, there have been more points
scored than in the 1 8 before that. The fewest points scored
in those last eight games came in 1967 in Death Valley,
with Clemson winning, 14-6. That was the day the Tiger
defensive team came out wearing orange shoes after the
'Pack had gained some notoriety by wearing white shoes
all year.
The temperature was 68 degrees at kickoff, but what
was unusual about the day was the wind coming straight
out of the west. It was measured at 16 miles an hour with
gusts of 25-30 mph. So important was the wind factor was
that Clemson won the toss and elected to kickoff.
The Tigers missed a field goal with the wind, but State's
Gerald Warren booted two within a span of two minutes, 45
seconds — one of 37 yards and one of 47 — to give the
'Pack a 6-0 halftime lead.
The Wolfpack surprised everyone by electing to receive
the second half kickoff which gave Clemson the wind to its
back. And the Tigers made the best of it.
After holding the first series of downs, Clemson took the
ball behind the running of Buddy Gore and the passing of
Jimmy Addison to go 55 yards in seven plays to score, the
payoff coming on a 28-yard pass from Addison to Gore.
Arthur Craig's PAT put the Tigers ahead to stay.
But the Tigers came back in their next possession to add
an insurance score on a seven-yard scamper around right
end by Jacky Jackson.
N. C. State fans will still tell you that this loss knocked
them out of a Sugar Bowl trip. In the first eight games that
season, the 'Pack was unstoppable walking over North
Carolina, Buffalo, Florida State, Houston, Maryland, Wake
Forest, Duke and Virginia.
But the week before coming to Death Valley, State lost to
Penn State, 1 3-8, in a game that should have gone State's
way.
Two people who made the Clemson-N. C. State series a headliner were
the two former head coaches at the respective institutions. Earle Edwards
(left) coached the Wolfpack from 1954 through 1970 and Frank Howard
(right) was at Clemson from 1 940 through 1 969. Many a barb was passed
by these two during their coaching careers.
However, despite losses in the final two regular season
games, N. C. State did accept a bid to the Liberty Bowl and
brought back a 1 4-7 victory over Georgia.
But probably the most exciting game of the entire series
came the following year (1968) in Carter Stadium in
Raleigh. Anyone who stayed in the parking lot to tailgate
one more chicken leg missed two of the prettiest plays of
the day.
After Sonny Cassady kicked off in the end zone for the
Tigers, Bobby Hall went off his right side for 80 yards to
score for State with only 14 seconds gone in the game.
On the ensuing kickoff, Buddy Gore took it at the Tiger
two and went 76 yards to the State 22 before being hauled
down. Clemson scored five plays later on a seven-yard
pass from Billy Ammons to Jim Sursavage.
That was two touchdowns in two minutes, 29 seconds,
and the 31 ,000 on hand, as well as the regional TV audi-
ence knew more was in store — and it was.
Ammons scored again for the Tigers midway of the
second period and Gerald Warren booted a 29-yard field
goal for a 14-10 Tiger halftime lead.
Jimmy Barnette gave Clemson three more points in the
third period, but all the action was left for the last 4:02 of the
game.
At this point Ammons was thrown for a safety to cut
Clemson's lead to 1 7-12, and State took the free kick from
the Tiger 46 to score in three plays. A bomb from Jack
Tony Barchuk (No 35 in white) was N C. State's leading ground gainer in
1967 when Clemson rallied in the second half to win, 14 to 6. The
Brooklyn, N. Y
, senior ground out 62 yards on 22 carries that wind-swept
day.
Ray Yauger (No. 34) was the leading ground gainer in 1968 when Clem-
son came from behind to down the Wolfpack, 24-19 in Raleigh. Yauger
scored the winning TD with 53 seconds remaining and had 88 yards on 23
attempts on the afternoon.
Klebe to Jimmy Lisk for 47 yards gave State a 1 9-1 7 lead.
The kickoff put Clemson at its 31 with 2:20 left. Ammons
connected with Jack Anderson twice, one for 20 and
another for 1 2 yards. After an incompletion, Charlie Waters
made an almost unbelievable catch at the State 12.
Ray Yauger then carried three straight times, the last
one for seven yards and a score with 53 seconds left. The
Tigers had gone 69 yards in seven plays in a minute and 27
seconds for the winning score.
State entered the game with a 5-2 mark while Clemson
was struggling at 1-4-1. The 'Pack went on to win the
conference championship with a 6-1 mark and Clemson
was second at 4-1-1.
And that's just about the way these two teams have
battled down through the years for the title. Of the 17
outright championships won, Clemson has five of them
and State four. The Tigers have one co-championship and
the Pack two.
As for the series since the Atlantic Coast Conference
was formed, State and Clemson are knotted at eight wins
apiece.
And even though the two teams enter today's game with
a combined 4-9 mark, it's easy to see by the turnout that
another titantic struggle is anticipated. Clemson and N. C.
State fans are no different from any other fans. They like to
see their teams win. But they also appreciate good football.
And that's why Death Vally is standing on edge once more.
READY MIX
CONCRETE
We Do All Phases of Concrete Work
• Steps • Floors • Walks
• Patios • Drive-ways

















After each game during the 1 975 season, the Clemson Coaching Staff
will select the TIGER OF THE WEEK for his outstanding play and his
name will be published here the following home game.
CENTRAL CONCRETE
& PLASTER, INC.







Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Regin supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, 19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
We're looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.
Mechanical and civil engineering majors . . .
aerospace and aeronautical engineering majors . . .
majors in electronics . . . computer science . . .
mathematics.
The Air Force needs people . . . many with the
above academic majors. And AFROTC has several
different programs where you can fit ... 4-year,
3-year, or 2-year programs. Some offering full scho-
larships. All offering $100 a month allowance during
the last two years of the program. Flying oppor-
tunities. And all leading to an Air Force officer's com-
mission, plus advanced education.
If you'd like to cash in on these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air Force ROTC.
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
Memorial Stadium and exciting football is a tradition at Clemson University. The en-
thusiastic support for Clemson athletics by students, alumni and friends reflects this
tradition in a most positive manner. It is a tradition which we wear with pride, one which we
warmly share with you this Saturday afternoon in welcoming you to campus.
If you'll get to know us better you'll find we have other equally long-standing traditions
. . . other traditions of continuing commitment and meaning.
One which will impress you immediately is Clemson's tradition of concern for people.
Clemson is no Ivory Tower University. Its heartbeat is always alert to people's needs; its
pulse renders service in all 46 counties of South Carolina. That's what this University has
been about for more than 80 years. This commitment was first made for us by our founder,
Thomas Green Clemson, who almost a century ago saw the great need in this State for a
scientifically oriented institution of higher learning that would provide our young people
with the training needed to build a better society.
As the years passed, the scope and mission of Clemson's services to the State and
Nation have enlarged. Institutions — like individuals — do not stand still. Clemson is
engaged in teaching, research and public service in those areas associated with a land-
grant institution actively seeking to meet the needs of the people it serves. As their needs
vary or change, Clemson adjusts its capabilities for service. Today, as we watch the
football game, this University is responding to a wide range of problems affecting South
Carolinians and people everywhere. It is a people-to-people commitment to which Clem-
son and its resources are totally dedicated.
Exciting football is the basic character of Memorial Stadium; relating to people is the
basic character of Clemson University.
Let's make getting together a tradition. We'll learn a lot from each other. This is your
campus. Come back as often as possible.
Robert C. Edwards
President
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Lawrence V. Starkey
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President of Faculty Senate
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A group of Clemson alumni living in Columbia are responsible for the presence of Boris, a Siberian Tiger, at the Columbia Zoological Park.
Boris takes daily walks around his habitat and invites all Clemson fans to come by and see him. He's a real Tiger fan, himself.
We cover the waterfront . .
.
Lake and Ocean.
Wherever your valuable waterfront property may be — lake or ocean,
LAKEWOOD retaining walls and SEAWOOD bulkheads are specifically
designed to give maximum protection. Both are clean, attractive, and
functional erosion control systems engineered to give you years of main-
tenance free life. Why lose any of that valuable frontage when for a little
more you can protect your investment and increase its value at the
same time.
For further information, call or write:
Southern Wood Piedmont Company
Headquarters: P O. Box 5447/Spartanburg. S C. 29301 /803-576-7660
Wood Products from ITT Rayonier Inc
Athletic Director
A man for all seasons is Bill McLellan, a 43-year old native
of Hamer, S. C, who has crossed every plateau in Clem-
son's rapidly expanding athletic program. And since he as-
sumed the top position in the department over four years
ago, Clemson athletics and excellence have been synony-
mous.
One might say that Clemson has been McLellan s home
for 25 years, because since his graduation from high school
he's been in Tigertown.
First, as a student-athlete when he played for the legen-
dary Frank Howard. And during his undergraduate days,
McLellan earned a pair of grid letters and was a member of
Clemson's 1952 Gator Bowl team. He graduated from the
University in 1954.
Two years later he earned his master's in agricultural
economics, and the following two years he served the school
in that department.
McLellan's second and long-lasting association with
- BILL McLELLAN
Clemson's athletic family began May 1, 1958, when he was
appointed assistant business manager.
Although he held that title until 1966, McLellan served
the athletic department in almost every imaginable area
—
from ticket managing and distribution, ordering and main-
taining the equipment for all sports, and when the regular
office staff turned out their lights upon completion ofanother
day's work, McLellan journeyed out to the football field
where he assisted his former coach with the grid duties.
In 1966, McLellan was appointed assistant athletic direc-
tor, was named associate athletic director a couple of years
later, and on Feb. 4, 1971, became the school's third director
of athletics.
And it's been since that latter date that Clemson's athletic
program has made tremendous strides.
Under McLellan's leadership, the entire athletic family
relocated in the modern Frank Johnstone Jervey Center on
West campus, and it's in this eye-catching structure where
the dedicated Tiger AD makes his daily decisions in an effort
to keep Clemson in the national limelight.
McLellan has directed improvements in all athletic areas,
from aluminum seats for spectator comfort in Clemson
Memorial Stadium to the most recent improvement in the
program—the completion of the eight-lane swimming pool
and the separate diving tank in Fike Becreation Center.
Certainly the men's varsity program speaks for itself—like
the football team recording its best record a year ago since a
9-2 finish in 1959, and like the basketball team achieving its
first-ever national ranking and making its first-ever trip to
post-season tournament play, and like the soccer team re-
cording its third straight ACC crown and third straight berth
to the NCAA playoffs, and like the baseball team experienc-
ing its 18th consecutive winning campaign on its way to the
NCAA playoffs.
However, McLellan has directed his efforts to the overall
program, including the intramural department for Clemson
faculty, staff, and students alike, and the most recent addi-
tion of a women's athletic program.
A year ago, the former was in its second year of a five-year
McLellan-engineered plan, as the intramural department
had grown to the point that it now requires four full-time staff
directors.
And last year, the Tigers fielded women's teams in fenc-
ing, swimming and tennis, with the latter posting a fine 10-2
record. Then this winter, a Clemson women's basketball
team will join that trio.
So it's been a constant climb by Clemson's athletic pro-
gram under the leadership of Bill McLellan, and a climb that
will certainly continue as the Tigers seek an overall program
second to none.
McLellan is married to the former Ann Bogers of Fork,
and they have two daughters, Suzy, a sophomore at Win-







THESE CLEMSON GRADUATES ARE REAL "TIGERS"
WHEN IT COMES TO FARMING ... THEY LIKE
AND PLANT McNAIR SEED!












From our 12 centrally located plant sites throughout the Southeast, Moreland Chemical
Co. makes tracks on every highway and biway—delivering a multitude of vital chemical
products to our customers. Call Moreland for every chemical need when you need it fast,
correctly, and economically.—Spartanburg, S. C.—Florence, S. C.—Greenville,
S. C.—Chattanooga, Tenn.—Kingsport, Tenn.—Nashville, Tenn.—Atlanta, Ga.
—
Augusta, Ga.—Charlotte, N. C—Greensboro, N. C—Tampa, Fla.—Richmond, Va.
MORELAND
MAIN PLANT AND GENERAL OFFICES: Camp Croft, Spartanburg, S. C. 29302
P O. Box 2169/Telephone 803/585-4321
Head Football Coach—RED PARKER
1974 Atlantic Coast Conference and
South Carolina Coach-of-the-Year
In just two short years at Clemson University, Red Parker
has given Tiger fans something to howl about. And whereas
the howl from Tigertown has been a pleasant one, a howl of
reverent awe has been heard from Clemson opponents.
Because in those two years—1973 and 1974—Parker s
Tigers have netted almost 8,000 yards of total offense, and
have scored more points (477) than Clemson managed in 34
previous games (475) prior to his arrival at Tigertown.
And last fall, in just his sophomore campaign, Parker led
Clemson to its best finish with a 7-4 won-lost figure since the
1959 Bluebonnet Bowl Tigers posted a 9-2 slate.
Along the way the Tigers knocked off a pair of opponents
who would go on to post-season bowl affairs, and because of
Clemson's tie for second place in the Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence, the Redhead was tabbed as both the league's and State
of South Carolina's Coach-of-the-Year in 1974.
A native of Hampton, Ark., Parker was a standout in
football, baseball, and track at Arkansas A&M, graduating in
1953.
After a couple of months in a summer baseball league, the
Redhead was appointed prep mentor at Fordyce, Ark. , High
School, a school that was experiencing the misfortune of a
22-game grid losing streak.
But in eight seasons with Parker at the helm, Fordyce lost
but a dozen games on its way to an impressive 75-12-4 record
which included a 37-game winning streak.
In 1961 Parker returned to his alma mater as head coach,
remaining there for five seasons. During his stay, A&M
posted a 29-19-2 record, including a 24-5-1 ledger from
1963-65, and a pair of league titles.
Meanwhile, The Citadel had launched a search for a head
coach who had a winning tradition, and that's how the Red-
head became a Palmetto State resident.
And from 1966 through 1972, the Bulldogs established
themselves as one of the most respected and dangerous grid
teams in the Southern Conference, all because Parker intro-
duced the veer offense to the area, and it didn't take long to
leave its mark.
The 1971 Cadet squad raced to a fine 8-3 record, scored
366 points, and chalked up over 5,000 yards of total offense
that season which ranked The Citadel as the nation's fourth-
leading producer of real estate.
Parker's seven-year stand in Charleston gave the Bulldogs
a 39-34 won-lost column.
His fourth head coaching position in as many schools is the
one for which Tiger followers are grateful, because in De-
cember of 1972, the Smilin' Redhead became Clemson's
19th head coach.
Armed with his potent veer offense, Parker's enthusiasm
and determination to make the Tigers a winner resulted in a
5-6 record his first season at Clemson and a third place finish
in the ACC behind bowl-bound N. C. State and Maryland.
And last season's 7-4 record gave the Redhead a two-year
Clemson mark of 12-10, and a 14-year head coaching record
of 80-63-2 in the college ranks.
Prior to his initial grid campaign at Clemson, Parker prom-
ised to leave no stone unturned nor any avenue unexplored
in an effort to put the Tigers' football fortunes along side of
the country's top powers.
For the past two seasons, the Tigers' football fortunes have
definitely been on the upswing. And if his past record is any
indication of what to expect, then Parker's Tigers should
continue to show improvement with each grid campaign.
Parker and his wife, the former Betty Goggans of Rison,
Ark., have three children—Mrs. Vicki Wallace; Cindy, a
student at Clemson; and Jim Mack.
Parker and 74 Tig Quarterback Mark Fellers discuss strategy.















Assistant Offensive Line Coach
TOM MOORE
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An extra paycheck every month . . .that's one of the
benefits of the Air Force Reserve. And as your rank goes
up, so does the amount of that paycheck. All we ask of
your time is one weekend a month and two weeks active
duty during the year.
There are low-cost insurance plans, retirement
benefits. An opportunity to learn a new skill or maybe
sharpen up the one you used to have in the service. And
the new faces and experiences of a Reserve weekend
could be just the change you need in your regular routine.
If you had prior service bring yourself and your
experience back to the Air Force Reserve. You'll bene-
fit and so will the country. So, if you are between
the ages of 17-34, call toll free 800-447-4700 (in Illinois
call 800-322-4400) for the location of your nearest Air
Force Reserve recuiter. Or, just send in the coupon.
The Air Force Reserve.Your Local Air Force.
:R'S DICTIONARY describes the Tiger as "a large tawny black-striped Asiatic flesh-eating mamma
to the cat." And the largest and what is probably the best specimen in captivity in the Palmetto State is Boris,
Siberian Tiger which is housed at the Columbia Zoological Park.
Joe Carolan
Grosse Point Farms. Mich
Lynn Carson
Upper St Clair. Pa
CELEBRATE AMERICA'S TRADITION
AT HUNGRY BULL FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
HUNGRY
BULL
Just like good football, quality steaks, baked
potatoes and salad are an American tradition.
And at Hungry Bull we're celebrating those tra-
ditions. And we've added two other American tra-
ditions: good service and friendly family atmos-
phere.
We know that it's that extra effort that counts,
in good food and in football. That's why, at Hungry
Bull . . .















Prior to the 1970 football season, the Tiger Paw was adopted to help distinguish the
Clemson Tiger from the many other Tigers at schools such as Auburn, Princeton, LSU,
Memphis State and Missouri. It did not serve as a replacement to the Tiger, but as



















TIGER PAW STANDING OR HANGING CERAMIC
PLAOUE HANO OE COR AT E D IN FULL CLEMSON
COIORS BY M<COY CERAMIC CO OF
ROSE VILLE OHIO
PERFECT GIFT AND CONVERSATION PIECE TO BE
DISPLAYED WITH PRIDE AT HOME OR OFFICE-
—
BOOK SHELVES DESK IABIE OR WAll
PRICED AT ONI Y Jl
TIGER PAW HANGING PLAQUE INDIVIDUALLY HAND
CRAFTED IN A PEWIER LIKE METAL BY WILTON
BRASS WORKS COLUMBIA PA BRIGHTLY POLISHEO
FIAT SURFACES DARK TO BLACK RECESSED
AREAS AND OUTLINES
>ISPLAY ON HOME
: IRST 300 ORDERS WILL BE SUPPLIED WITH
PERMANENTLY SERIAL NUMBERED PLAQUES
SIZE »%" . TVt" k
PRICED AT ONLY
TIGER PAW
I P BOX 160








PRICES INCLUDE PACKAGING HANDLING, SHIPPING ETC
PLAOUES AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH TIGER PAW
OFFER EXPIRES DEC 1 1975
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO TIGER PAW





P. O. BOX 512
U. S. 123 & 76
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
SPECIAL BANQUET AND MEETING ROOM FACILITIES
TELEPHONE 654-4450, A. C. 803
DELUXE LUNCHEON BUFFET
Served Daily
181 BEAUTIFUL GUEST ROOMS
Meeting, Banquet and Convention
Facilities to Accommodate Groups
From 25 to 600.
The Most Accommodating People In The World
UNITED MERCHANTS and MANUFACTURERS, INC.
WIDE WORLD OF
MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH ITS PEOPLE IN
• TEXTILES • PLASTICS • GLASS
• CHEMICALS • RETAILING • FOREIGN
OPERATIONS
FACTORING AND FINANCE
OUR DIVERSIFIED ACTIVITIES MAKE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE IN
*SALES-ACCOUNTING-AUDITING-ADMINISTRATION








ANOTHER RECORD FOR IPTAY
For the first time in history, Clemson IPTAY members con-
tributed over three quarters of a million dollars to the Clemson
athletic program for the fiscal year of 1974-75.
The highly-successful 12 month period also marked the 1 1th
consecutive year that IPTAY funds had increased over the
previous year.
Altogether. S854.500 were contributed by 10.706 individuals
and business firms. This represented 1 1 4 per cent of the goal set
by the officers and directors.
The State of South Carolina reached 115 per cent of its goal,
North Carolina netted 1 08 per cent, Georgia 1 1 7 and the remain-
ing states 108.
Breaking down the various categories, final figures show there
were 7,360 $20 IPTAY members, 2,193 who were $100 Gold
Carders, 750 in the $250 Gold Card listing. 281 who were $500
Gold Cards. 84 who were a Tiger Donor ($1,000) and 38 who
were Scholarship Donors ($2,000).
Kershaw County paced the Palmetto State by making 146 per
cent of its goal. In second place was Allendale County with 138
per cent, third spot went to Berkeley with 132 per cent and with
127 per cent in fourth place was Newberry County.
Rounding out the top counties were Calhoun and Hampton,
each with 125 per cent; Dorchester, Lexington, Greenville and
Charleston Counties with 124 per cent each: and Anderson with
123 per cent.
Again, Greenville County raised the largest contributions of any
other county in the state with $1 32,790, nearly twice as much as
Richland's $66,560.
The Tod Ten was rounded out with Anderson ($61,140),
Pickens ($59,360). Spartanburg ($53,590). Greenwood
($24,030), Florence ($23,91 0), Lexington ($22,630), Orangeburg
($19,110) and Charleston ($17,580).
IPTAY was organized in 1 934 by the late Dr Ruppert H. (Rube)
Fike with one purpose in mind—to finance athletic scholarships
for Clemson's intercollegiate program. And since that time, not
one single penny has gone for anything else other than scho-
larships for Clemson athletics. This year there will be 1 2 sports in
the program as the Tigers will field a wrestling team for the first
time.
Thousands of student-athletes have received an education
through IPTAY. which may not have been possible otherwise.
And many of these athletes have brought honor to themselves
and Clemson by being named to All-America, all-conference and
all-state teams. In 20 years existence of the Atlantic Coast
Conference, the Tigers have won 13 outright conference
championships and shared another
Membership in IPTAY is open to anyone interested in helping
Clemson students who participate in one or more of the 1 2 sports
which the Tigers field. Gifts to IPTAY are matched by most
matching gift companies.
IPTAY members receive ticket priority in football and bas-
ketball over everybody else, and season ticket IPTAY orders are
always filled first.
Forest Hughes, Jr., of Winnsboro served as IPTAY president in
the just passed record-breaking year. Serving with him were
George Poole, Jr., of Mullins as vice president and Reeves
Gressette, Jr., of Orangeburg as secretary-treasurer. These
same officers were re-elected in August to serve another year.
CAROLINA
NATIONAL
the BANK that cares!
EASLEY — LIBERTY — PENDLETON — CENTRAL
Member FDIC
The Leader in Innovative Banking
in Upstate South Carolina
CLEMSON IPTAY OFFICERS & REPRESENTATIVES





Philip C Chappell, Jr.
Director, District III




Charles W Bussey, Jr
Director-At-Large
A U Pnester. Jr
Director-At-Large
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT I
B K Chreitzberg, Director—District I
304 Whitehall Road






S. T. King, Chairman
Victor G Chapman
R. Carol Cook
Waller T Cox. Jr.
Joe B Davenport
Dr James P Hentz
Robert Hill
Gregory Alan Jones
Dr. C Patrick Killen
Ralph King, Jr.
J G Miller. Jr





Robert L McCord. Chairman
Dr. F. Erwm Abell, Jr
William E Burnett
Johnson Craig
Robert M Erwm, Jr










Garry C Flip ' Phillips
PICKENS COUNTY
James V Patterson. Chairman
Gaston Gage, Jr
M Riggs Goodman





Paul E Bowie. Jr
Floyd M Hunt





Grover Henry, Director—District II
71 5 Dupree Drive
Spartanburg, S C 29302
CHEROKEE COUNTY
John M Hamrick, Jr., Chairman
Dr. T. A Campbell
R S Campbell
Wiley Hamrick
Clarence J (Tiger) Huffstetler
William T. McClure, Jr.
E Raymond Parker
W. R Poole
James R. Sanders, Jr
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Kermit Watson, Chairman
Miles E Bruce. Vice Chairman
Floyd S Long, Vice Chairman
C Evans Putman, Vice Chairman











G. D. "Doc Morgan









E. Richard Taylor, Jr.




Joseph R Adair, Chairman
T Heath Copeland
W Brooks Owens
T C Atkinson, Director
W G DesChamps. Jr., Director
Dr R C Edwards. Director
Harper Gault, Director
Lewis F Holmes, Director
Coach Frank Howard, Director
Dr G J. Lawhon. Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
Chris Suber. Director






Hugh F Morgan. Jr
Cecil P Roper
SPARTANBURG COUNTY





T R Adams, Jr
John Brady
A, B Bullington. Jr
William M Cooper






F Reeves Gressette, Jr , IPTAY Sec.-Treas.
Director. District V
W H Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director











Marvin C Robinson, Jr
Robert L Stoddard
UNION COUNTY
Harold E Blackwell, Chairman
Hunter S. Harris, Jr
B. E Kirby. Jr.
W B Shedd
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT III
Philip C. Chappell, Jr., Director—District III
900 Elmwood Avenue
Columbia, S. C 29201
AIKEN COUNTY





Alan M Tewkesbury, III
Dr Charlie W Timmerman







E. O Dukes, Jr., Chairman
J B Herlong, Vice Chairman
Joe F Anderson

















Clifford T Smith, Vice Chairman
W Wade Smith
Joe W Mayer




Dave C Waldrop, Jr.
J H Simpson, Jr.
RICHLAND COUNTY










Col George B Herndon
Virgil F Lmder, Jr
Harry J Johnson
Carl M Lewis, Jr
John W McLure
W Dave Merry, III
Henry M Simons, Jr
Davis O Smith
John B Smith, Jr













Bill M. Reaves. Director, District IV
515 Richardson Circle. E
Hartsville. S C 29550
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT VI
George G Poole. Jr . Director—District VI
P O Box 541
Mullins. S C 29574
CHESTER COUNTY







James H Hoover. Chairman
Fred C Craft, Jr.
Claude B Her. Jr.
James C Stone
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr. G. J Lawhon. Chairman
William B McCown, III
Dr Thomas James Bell. Jr
Harry McDonald











J F. Watson, Chairman






Marion D Lever, Jr.
W Olin Small
LEE COUNTY
Don R. McDaniel, Jr.
MARLBORO COUNTY




Aquille M Hand, Jr , Chairman





E M (Buck) George
W. F. Gilmore
Thomas E Grimes, III
W. T. Jenkins. Jr.
J C Rhea, Jr
William R Sanders




F Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director—District V
P O Box 614
Orangeburg, S. C 29115
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Wiley D Crum








Grover C Kennedy. Jr.












Lawrence M Gressette. Jr.
CHARLESTON COUNTY













Walter A Renken. Jr.
A B Schirmer. Jr
Van Nov Thornhill
W S (Bill) Daniel. Jr.
H. L. Dukes. Jr.
Keith H Waters
COLLETON COUNTY
J Ryan White, Jr , Chairman
W R Carter
William T Howell, Jr
B George Price, III















F. Reeves Gressette. Jr
,
Chairman
William B Bookhart, Jr
W. C. Higginbotham, Jr
Jack G Vallentine
J M Russell, Jr
James C Williams, Jr.
Russell S Wolfe, II
David L Glenn
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B Gardner. Chairman
G. H. Furse, Jr.
Lawrence I. Gibbons





W Gordon Lynn, Chairman
Charles F Carmichael




Rufus M Brown, Chairman









L M Coleman. Jr
Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
Dr William L Coleman
Leland Finklea. Jr
Dr. H A Jordan
John G Rose
GEORGIA
Mickey Earl Reeves. Athens
Douglas C Edwards. Atlanta
John L. Murray, Jr., Augusta
E. P. Willimon, Jr., LaGrange
Thomas E Peterson, Macon
Andrew P. Calhoun. Savannah
NORTH CAROLINA
James H. Spencer. Jr., Asheboro
Eddie N Dalton, Asheville
Manly E Wright, Asheville
W B Croxton, Burlington
W W Allen, Cary
John B Cornwell. Ill, Charlotte
James B Foster. Charlotte
Edgar L Miller, Jr . Charlotte
George A Hutto, Jr., Cramerton
Dr Joe B. Godfrey. Forest City
Col. J. L. Edmonds, Greensboro
Walter M. Nash, III. Greensboro
Joseph B Bright, Hendersonville
Pete Folson, Hendersonville
Tom R Morns, Jr., Hickory
W D Moss. Jr., Mooresville
Junius R Smith. Jr., Rocky Mount
Dr. T. G Westmoreland, Shelby
Dr. C. R. Sweanngen. Jr., Smithfield
William T Worth, Southern Pines
Z. K Kelley. Tarboro








A H Lachicotte. Jr.
HORRY COUNTY




William D Anderson. Jr
Mr & Mrs James P Creel
John H Holcombe, Jr,
Bob Spann
MARION COUNTY





W, T. Fort, Jr.. Chairman
E Mac DuBose
Sen T O Bowen, Sr
William B Boyle
Dr Wyman L Morris
R L Wilder. Jr.
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J Snow. Jr
,
Chairman
Dr. W. C Cottmgham
W H Cox









Frank H Inabnit, Jr
Jacksonville, Fla.






























Col David C Rogers
Vienna, Va.
IPTAY REPRESENTATIVES AT-LARGE
Capt Frank J Jervey, Clemson
R R (Red) Ritchie, Clemson
Hoke Sloan, Clemson
C M Shook. Greenville
Robert Cathey, Houston, Texas
Starkey Priester Bagna




MAULDIN ROAD AT 1-85




OIL and RELAY TESTING
CIRCUIT BREAKER LOAD TESTING
MOTORS • CONTROLLERS
ff(gg®( supplycov inc.
DISTRIBUTOR OF ELECTRICAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS










A Subsidiary of Ivester Industries, Inc.
ACC Viewpoints: Being The Wife Of A Head Football Coach
MRS. CHUCK (BARBARA) MILLS), Wake
Forest — "Having been a coach's wife
for 20 years, I have found that it is no
different than being the wife of someone
in any other profession. Possibly a coach's
life is a little more public, thus our per-
sonal life remains a little more private. I
do not try to share the spotlight with
Chuck because what he has to say about
football and coaching is what is impor-
tant. Not how I feel. On the other hand,
when I was in business my opinions were
those that were important. Overall, I do
not attract any special significance to being a coach's wife, and do
not see why it should be any different than being the wife of any-
one else."
MRS. MIKE (GINGER) McGEE, Duke —
"There's no question that being the wife
of a football coach has its peculiar trials
and tribulations, but for the most part,
I consider it a joy and a privilege. It's a
life of emotional extremes and variety.
I'm able to share in the goals and efforts
of my husband, and this means a great
deal to our family. Getting to know the
players and following them from recruit-
ing through graduation is one of the
special pleasures. I'm able to observe as
they grow, mature and become contribu-
tors to our team. To see them mesh together in unselfishness and
determination each week is a beautiful event to me. Even though
most of the time I have to share Mike's involvement and commitment
from afar, my strong belief in what he's trying to accomplish makes
it all worthwhile."
MRS. JERRY (FAYE) CLAIBORNE, Maryland
— "The wife of a head football coach
lives a life no different from that of any
other woman whose husband is totally
dedicated to his work. Your life is one of
extremes. You share with your husband
the elation and sense of achievement and
you share the disappointment and frus-
JI^Jk^N J trations. You experience a sense of satis-
( faction watching 18-year-old boys gain
the self-confidence and maturity they will
need to succeed when they leave school
four years later as young men. However,
there is also the added responsibility of sometimes being the only
visible parent to your own children because of the long hours your
husband must spend away from home. It isn't all excitement and
pageantry, at the same time it is never routine or humdrum and I
wouldn't trade with anyone."
MRS. BILL (CHRIS) DOOLEY, North Caro-
lina — I think it's very exciting. I es-
pecially enjoy the travel and getting to
meet so many people. But Bill and I have
an agreement. He's the football coach
and I'm a housewife. When he comes
home, we rarely ever discuss football and
I have never tried to be a Monday morn-
ing quarterback. I think he prefers it
that way. He spends his entire business
day talking football. So when he's with
me. we enjoy discussing other subjects.
I think one of the great advantages of
being married to a football coach is that you get to live in a college
community. I associate with a lot of young people on the Carolina
campus and I think this tends to keep me thinking young."
MRS. LOU (BETH) HOLTZ, N. C. State—
"I don't feel that being the wife of a
football coach is very different than
being anyone else's wife, but then I
haven't been married to anyone else. The
nicest things are probably the opportunity
for travel and the countless friends we
* have made all over the country through
/ *B
, 1 coaching. I go to all the home games, but
i ' ** j just as a fan. I don't feel that I'm an
essential part of the team's winning or
losing, so I don't make many of the road
trips. Also, as a mother of four, I'm
needed at home most of the time when the team is traveling. At
home, win or lose, we try to keep things on an even keel because
it's the best atmosphere for the children. It's easy to maintain a good
attitude as a wife of a football coach . . . because life is really
pretty pleasant."
MRS. SONNY (JUDY) RANDLE, Virginia —
Judy Randle is no ordinary person, nor is
her husband, Virginia Head Coach Sonny
Randle. Nevertheless, the two are so
much alike, it would probably be a
virtual standoff if she held a Monday
press conference opposite her husband's.
Her eventual response to the subject,
"Being The Wife Of A Head Football
Coach" would possibly go something like
the following and would certainly be
much longer than the initial reaction.
"During the actual season," the former
Judith Harvelle Bronsford of Cohasset, Va., might comment, "being
the wife of Sonny Randle is analogous to living in an express
elevator — one of those glass or cage-type contraptions that are on
the outside of those architectural monstrosities. And, during recruit-
ing, it's like being married to the Phantom." You see, like her hus-
band, she tells it like it is!
MRS. J. D. (BETTY) PARKER, Clemson — "Football
has been an exciting, sometimes hectic, yet always
rewarding part of the Parker family since 1953. Our
children have always been loyal supporters of their
daddy's teams, and this common rally point has
drawn our family closer together. I have found my-
self feeling the supreme elation of victory as well
as the crush of defeat, but the sum total of our lives
in football has been extremely satisfying. Probably
my greatest task is to help Jimmy (our families are
the only ones who don't call him 'Red') forget foot-
ball related problems when he comes home. He is
so deeply involved with his players, that this is not
always easy to do, nonetheless I believe that this is largely my responsibility.
Our great rewards have been in the relationships which we have enjoyed with
the people associated with football. The players, the parents, the other coaches,
the fans, and the students, each in their own way have enriched our lives from
the very beginning. From a wife's standpoint, I can say without hesitation that
our life in football has been both satisfying and complete."
N.C. State University
Lou Holtz






















Savings and Loan Association
Since 1917
College Avenue, Clemson, S.C.
Colonial Plaza, Seneca, S.C.
N. C. STATE 6 Game Statistics
Location: Raleigh, N. C. 27607
Enrollment: 15,790
Conference: Atlantic Coast
Athletic Director: Willis Casey
Head Coach: Lou Holtz
Assistants: Chuck Amato, Larry Beightol, Bob Boswell,
Brian Burke, Robert Harrison, Dale Haupt, Dick Kemp,
Jerry Kirk, Richard Mays
Publicity Director: Ed Seaman
(Office Phone: 919-737-2102)
(Home Phone: 919-829-9186)
Assistant: Walt Atkins (Home Phone: 919-876-3613)
Trainer: Herman Bunch
Stadium & Capacity: Carter (41,000)
Team Colors: Red and White
Nickname: Wolfpack
1974 Conference Record: 4-2




OFFENSE: SE Don Buckey, T Mike Fagan, GTom Serfass,
QB Dave Buckey, Flk (TE in 1974) Pat Hovance
DEFENSE: E Ron Banther, E Clarence Cotton, MG Tom
Higgins, LB Jack Hall, CB Ralph Stringer, S Eddie Poole
PROMISING NEWCOMERS
G Ed Callaway, DE Jeff Easter, RB Buster Ray
1975 SCORES & SCHEDULES 1974 RESULTS
26 EAST CAROLINA 3 (Won 9, Lost 2, Tied
22 WAKE FOREST 30 33 Wake Forest 15
8 FLORIDA 7 35 Duke 21
15 Michigan State 37 31 Clemson 10
27 INDIANA 28 Syracuse 22
22 Maryland 37 24 East Carolina 20
21 North Carolina 20 22 Virginia 21
Oct. 25 at Clemson 14 North Carolina 33
Nov. 1 SOUTH CAROLINA 10 Maryland 20
Nov. 8 at Penn State 42 South Carolina 27
Nov. 15 at Duke 12 Penn State 7




Games Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp.
43 28 14 1 556 371
CI emson N. C. St. 1946 13
1899 24 1947 18
1902 11 5 1948 6
1903 24 1949 7 6
1904 18 1950 27
1906 1951 6
1926 7 3 1956 13 7
1927 6 18 1957 7 13
1928 7 1958 13 6
1929 26 1959 23
1930 27 1961 20
1931 6 1962 7
1932 13 1963 3 7
1933 9 1964 9
1934 12 6 1965 21 7
1939 25 6 1966 14 23
1940 26 7 1967 14 6
1941 27 6 1968 24 19
1942 6 7 1971 23 31
1943 19 7 1972 17 42
1944 13 7 1973 6 29








Avg Gain Per Play
NET RUSHING OFFENSE
Total Rushing Plays






Avg. Gam Per Attempt































































































































81 361 4 5
37 171 4 6
68 165 2.4
31 100 3 2
34 50 1.5




































































































Player Att Comp Int Yds Pet TD Pass
Jordan 62 37 701 597 5 80
OCain 30 14 1 174 467 37
Fuller 28 13 2 218 .464 2 78
Weddington 2 1 1 19 500 19
Callicutt 1 .000











































AND LOKTUFT NON-WOVEN FABRICS
PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION, greenville.south Carolina
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
•»CG. U S. PAT Of r . PHILLIPS PCTKOLCUM COMPANY
The Wolfpack
• Entertainment nightly.
• Salad Bar fit for a king.
• Atmosphere and hospitality of the Ole South at prices that are pleasing.
(Acclaimed World Wide.)
Phone 268-5616
ABC Sales & Consumption License
2711 Wade Hampton Blvd. (1 1/2 miles beyond Liberty Life on left, Hwy 29 N.)
1975 Clemson Varsity Football Roster
No. Name Pos. Hgt. Wgt. Ltrs. Class Hometown
1 Peanut Martin DB 6-3 180 2 Sr. Abbeville. S. C.
2 Warren Ratchford FLK 5-10 151 1 So. Gaffney, S. C.
3 Stan Rome WR 6-5 205 So. Valdosta, Ga.
4 Steve Fuller QB 6-3 195 Fr. Spartanburg, S. C.
5 Willie Jordan QB 5-11 180 Fr. Griffin, Ga.
6 Richard Holliday P 6-2 190 Fr. Belton, S. C.
7 Mike Pusey QB 6-1 185 Fr. Banner Elk, N. C.
8 Jerome Williams WR 5-11 175 Fr. James Island, S. C.
9 John Goodloe DB 5-11 170 So. Chester, Va
10 Joey Walters FLK 6-0 167 1 Jr. Florence, S. C.
11 Mike O'Cain QB 6-0 178 1 Jr. Orangeburg, S. C.
12 Rick Weddington QB 6-2 1 86 So. Charlotte, N. C.
13 Ciro Piccirillo PK 6-1 222 So. Elberton, Ga.
15 Jerry Butler FLK 6-1 170 Fr. Ware Shoals. S. C.
16 Bill Wingo DB 5-8 170 2 Jr. Union, S. C.
18 Ogden Hansford DB 6-1 179 1 So. Macon, Ga.
19 Rickey Bustle WR 5-11 189 1 Jr. Summerville, S. C.
20 William Scott RB 5-10 160 1 So. Wrightsville, Ga.
21 Gary Webb DB 5-9 175 Fr. Graham. N. C.
22 Malcolm Marler DB 5-9 162 2 Jr. Gardendale, Ala.
23 O. J. Tyler DB 5-11 164 1 Jr. Fernandina Beach, Fla.
24 Craig Brantley FLK 6-1 176 2 Sr. Charlotte, N. C.
25 Dennis Smith DB 6-0 166 2 Sr. Elba, Ala.
28 Mark Lee DB 6-2 181 1 Jr. Spartanburg, S. C.
29 James Cunningham DB 6-3 190 Fr. Winston-Salem, N. C.
30 Dwight Clark DB 6-4 195 Fr. Charlotte, N. C.
31 Leon Hope RB 5-11 200 2 Sr. York, S. C.
32 Harold Goggins RB 5-11 185 Fr. Clinton, S. C.
33 Tom Marsik RB 5-1
1
172 Jr. Audubon, N. J.
34 Anthony King RB 6-2 190 Fr. Cornelia, Ga.
35 Randy Scott RB 5-11 200 Fr. Waycross, Ga.
37 Eddie Clifton DB 6-3 177 Fr. Statesboro, Ga.
38 Ronnie Smith LB 6-2 210 1 So. Sylva, N. C.
39 Dennis Silver LB 6-1 214 1 Sr. Asheville, N. C.
40 Lynn Carson DB 5-11 162 1 Sr. Upper St. Clair, Pa.
41 Frank Wise DE 6-2 221 3 Sr. Columbia. S. C.
42 Thomas Eley RB 6-1 186 So. Rocky Mount, N. C.
43 Bob Coffey RB 6-0 192 So. Linwood, N. J.
44 Ken Callicutt RB 6-1 192 2 Jr. Chester, S. C
46 Tracy Perry LB 6-0 200 Fr. Roxboro, N. C
47 Tim Stough LB 6-2 219 2 Jr. Levittown, Pa.
48 Don Testerman RB 6-2 215 1 Sr. South Boston, Va.
49 Rich Bollinger WR 6-5 199 So. Denville, N. J.
50 George Jehlen C 6-2 218 1 Jr. Glen Ridge, N. J.
52 Jimmy Williamson LB 6-1 208 2 Sr. Walterboro, S. C.
54 Bobby Sharpe C 6-1 202 Jr. Anderson, S. C.
56 Wayne Neely OT 6-2 215 Jr. McConnells, S. C.
57 Jim Wyman LB 5-9 193 So. Mauldin, S. C.
58 Gregg Smith C 6-3 203 Jr. Toccoa, Ga.
59 Mike Gravely MG 6-0 205 Jr. Pickens, S. C.
60 Nelson Wallace MG 5-10 203 2 Jr. Pageland, S. C.
u. o. oalioway DT 6-4 229 3 Sr. Anderson, b. U.
64 Jerome Hill MG 6-2 235 1 Sr. Pilot Mountain, N. C.
65 Archie Reese OG 6-3 235 So. Mayesville, S. C.
66 Jeff Mills DT 6-3 228 1 So. Greenville, S. C.
68 David LeBel OT 6-6 229 2 Sr. Jacksonville, N C.
69 Lacy Brumley OG 6-7 258 1 So. Kannapolis, N. C.
70 Neal Jetton OT 6-3 228 2 Sr. Charlotte, N. C.
71 Joe Bostic OG 6-4 248 Fr. Greensboro, N. C.
72 Frank Betrjea C 5-11V2 222 2 Sr. Springfield, S. C.
74 Gary Alexander OG 6-6 234 2 Sr. Seneca, S. C.
75 Thad Allen DT 6-2 235 1 So. Charlotte, N. C.
76 George Hyams OT 6-5 220 Jr. Silver Spring, Md.
78 Ed Homonoff OG 6-3 210 2 Sr. Los Angeles, Calif.
79 Jimmy Weeks OG 6-4 226 So. Rocky Mount, N. C.
80 Steve Gibbs WR 6-3 205 1 So. Greer, S. C.
81 Harold Cain TE 6-6 228 1 Jr. Columbus, Ga.
82 Chris Clifford DE 6-4 212 So. Miami, Fla.
83 Jeff Soowal DE 6-2V2 185 Fr. Hilton Head, S. C.
85 Bennie Cunningham TE 6-5 239 2 Sr. Seneca, S. C.
86 Jonathan Brooks DE 6-3 200 Fr. Saluda, S. C.
88 C. H. Ducworth DE 5-11 198 1 Jr. Anderson, S. C.
90 Tim Blackwelder DE 6-4 225 1 Sr. Charlotte, N. C.
92 Ken Weichel DT 6-5 230 So. Whitehall, Pa.
93 Travers Webb LB 6-2 220 1 So. Graham, N. C.
94 Gary Kesack DE 6-2 201 1 Jr. Bethlehem, Pa.
98 Mark Heniford LB 5-11 210 1 So. Loris, S. C.
Frank Gorshin Judy Bryte Kelly Monteith
if
The Four Freshmen Teter & McDonald
And Others Such As —
Stan Kenton Anna Maria Alberghetti
The Glenn Miller Orchestra Frank Sinatra, Jr.
Marilyn Maye Al Martino
The Tommy Dorsey Orchestra The Count Basie Orchestra
Come To The "Showplace
of the Southeast"
CONTINUOUS DINING & DANCING
FEATURING ACCLAIMED
ENTERTAINERS ON A ROTATING
BASIS FROM THE NIGHT CLUB
CAPITALS OF THE WORLD: TOP ACTS
FROM NEW YORK, MIAMI, ATLANTA
Vince Perone's
Forum Boom
"The Finest Food in the Southeast!"
Lunch 12-2; Dinner 6-12 Reservations 232-2777





When Clemson Has The Ball
ree
TIGER OFFENSE WOLFPACK DEFENSE
OJ RPMMIP PI IMMIMf^H AMDCININIC IN IN 1 1 t R 11 ippp PA^TPR 1 PLIZ
AP.Co DAVin 1 oRPI 1 TL 1 17 1 nOIIA PARTPR 1 TL 1
AO 1 ATY RRI IMI PYLA^/ 1 DIxUMLtT 1 (C. KA Rll 1 PHPRRYdill v^ncr\[\i 1 1 RLLD
/ L PI? A Ml/ RPTMPArlxMINIS DtlnCA c\^ RftOU TDM Hlf^GIKI^ up,IVI Ky
70 IIMMY WPPtf^JlmlVIT VYClNj RG RO ftRPft WAI kPR\Z? FxCO VVA\LI\Cr\ RI Rl\LD
7ft MPAI IPTTPiMINCAL JCI 1 IvJIN 0TK 1 OR nAM MFIPRUAIN (VICIClx RTIN 1
1 ft
1 U IOPY WAI TPR<; ^PJL R?o Z ROM RAMTHPRIX^IN D MN I ncrx . . RP
74 PRAIfi RRAMTI PYl\ /A 1w DIXANIN I LL 1 PI \t ?Az o l u u i l rwwLC .... PRv— L>
5 WILLIE JORDAN OB 9 RALPH STRINGER CB
42 THOMAS ELEY SB 28 RICHARD WHEELER FS
44 KEN CALLICUTT TB 42 MIKE MILLER SS
When N. C. State Has The Ball
WOLFPACK OFFENSE TIGER DEFENSE
S7/ PAT HOVANCE TE 41 FRANK WISE I pLC
77/ / BILL DRUSCHEL LT 64 JEROME HILL .... 1 TL 1
A"? ED CALLAWAY LG 52 JIMMY WILLIAMSON 1 1 RLLD
R 1J I LOU ALCAMO C 60 NELSON WALLACE rvi
AlO 1 TOM SERFASS RG 38 RONNIE SMITH RI RKLD
7R/ MIKE FAGAN RT 62 G. G. GALLOWAY RTl\ I
1
1 7 DON BUCKEY SE 47 TIM STOUGH RE
1 1
1 1 DAVE BUCKEY QB 18 OGDEN HANSFORD LCB
L J TED BROWN RB 25 DENNIS SMITH TIGER
33 scon WADE FB 40 LYNN CARSON RCB
12 ELIJAH MARSHALL . .
.
FLK 1 PEANUT MARTIN S
THE TIGER SQUAD
1 Martin, db 44 Callieutt rb
2 Ratchford, flic 46 Perry, lb
3 RomG, wr ^/ itough lb
4 Fuller.qb 48 Testerman, rb
5 Jordan, qb 49 Bollinger, wr
6 Holliday, p 50 Jehlen, c
7 Pusey, qb 52 Williamson, lb
8 Williams, wr 54 Sharpe, c
9 Goodloe, db 56 Neely, ot
10 Walters, flk 57 Wyman, lb
1 1 O'Cain, qb 58 G. Smith, c
12 Weddington, qb 59 Gravely, mg
1 3 Piccirillo, pk 60 Wallace, mg
15 Butler, flk 62 Galloway, dt
16 Wingo, db 64 Hill, mg
18 Hansford, db 65 Reese, og
19 Bustle, wr 66 Mills, dt
20 W. Scott, rb 68 LeBel, ot
21 G. Webb, db 69 Brumley, og
22 Marler, db 70 Jetton, ot
23 Tyler, db 71 Jaynes, dt
24 Brantley, flk 72 Bethea, c
25 D. Smith, db 74 Alexander, og
28 Lee, db 75 Allen, dt
29 J. Cunningham, db 76 Hyams, ot
30 Clark, db 78 Homonoff, og
31 Hope, rb 79 Weeks, og
32 Goggins, rb 80 Gibbs, wr
33 Marsik, rb 81 Cain, te
34 King, rb 82 C. Clifford, de
35 R. Scott, rb 83 Soowal, de
37 Clifton, db 85 B. Cunningham, te
38 R. Smith, lb 86 Brooks, de
39 Silver, lb 90 Blackwelder, de
40 Carson, db 92 Weichel, dt
41 Wise, de 93 T. Webb, lb
42 Eley, rb 94 Kesack, de
43 Coffey, rb 98 Heniford, lb
TODAY'S
REFEREE Carl Dean (No. 4)
UMPIRE Ray Moore (No. 47)
LINESMAN Dick Carrington (No. 12)
LINE JUDGE Rayrnond (Bo) Menton (No. 27)
THE WOLFPACK SQUAD
6 Crabtree, SE 54 Cowher, LB
7 Moody, FLK 55 Jenkins, MG
9 Stringer, DB 56 Cherry, LB
10 Evans, FB 57 Wescoe, LB
1
1
Dave Buckey, QB 59 Walker, LB
12 Marshall, SE 60 Genis, G
14 Scanlon, QB 61 Serfass, G
16 Richardson, FLK 62 Cook, G
17 White, SE 63 Callaway, G
19 Don Buckey, SE 64 Ahem, G
21 Johnson, FB 70 Bass, T
23 Brown, FB 71 Prongay, DT
26 Poole, DB 75 Fagan, T
28 Wheeler, DB 77 Druschel, T
29 Jackson, DB 79 Shavis, T
















49 Roberts, DB 90 Henderson, DT
50 Higgins, MG 91 Carter, DT
51 Alcamo, C 92 Hitt, DT
52 Butz, C 95 Meier, DT
53 Lindner, C 97 Cullen, DE
BACK JUDGE Bob Sandell (No. 35)
FIELD JUDGE Gerald Austin (No. 50)
CLOCK OPERATOR Jimmy Gentry
Pepsi Cola Bottling Company,
Anderson,South Carolina
CLEMSOK TIGER
discriminating sportsman and collector. A work of art to cherish as you remember the best of
times. I he exceptional gift for the Clemson fan. "The Clemson Tiger," a dramatic animal sculpture from
the prestigious studio of Louis Paul Jonas, Inc., of New York.
An opportunity to our knowledge never before offered to any college or university. Created exclusively
and in cooperation with the Clemson University Athletic Department.
A delicate, anatomically detailec










$350 and $700. Each
model in one-tenth scale.
"The Clemson Tiger," base:
14 1/2 x 5 inches, $400.
Only five hundred models will
be produced, over approximately
thirty months. A few
of these models are





commissioned by and available exclusively through:
HAMPTON GALLERY LTD.
See "The Clemson Tiger" and a special showing of many other animal models by
Jonas Studios now on display at HAMPTON III GALLERY, LTD.
Mon. - Sat.—12:00 P.M. to 5 P.M.





Please send me. as completed LIMITED EDITION
CLEMSON TIGER(S), signed and numbered by Louis
Paul Jonas Studios, of the total edition of 500.
(CHECK ONE:)
Total payment of $400.00 is enclosed. ($416.00 for South Caro-
lina residents, including sales tax.)
First of eight monthly payments of $50.00 each is enclosed.
($52.00 for S.C. residents. No carrying charge.) I understand
delivery cannot be made until payment is received in full
1BHMBMMMlil to:—— M————— J
Hampton III Gallery, Ltd./Dept. A-TF, Gallery Centre/Taylors, S.C. 29687
1975 N. C. State Varsity Football Roster
















































































































High Point. N. C.
























































































































































































































































































































































The purpose of that rotating
disk on your electric meter is
tomeasure the amount ofpower
being used.
The more you re using, the
faster it goes. And the higher
your monthly bill will be.
Keep that in mind. And use
electricity wisely.
Because whenever you waste
power, you waste money.
SCE&G
Football picnic pock/ available Foe all homo game/ From 10 a m
/andwioh omponium
doli-ztylo /anduuiohevon fro/h-bokod brood
univorvity /quaro /hopping moll










Greenville County Agent Ken Palmer checks late-season okra with Mrs. Amber Batson, resident of Scott Towers. Extension agents helped senior
citizens of the residential center organize and plant their own vegetable gardens.
It was in the planting season and
maybe a typical Tuesday morning in
the Greenville County office of the
Clemson University Cooperative
Extension Service.
Assistant county agent Sam
Cheatham was on the phone with a
gardener who wanted to know what
he could put on his strawberries to
kill weeds.




"Oh, one row in the garden."
Cheatham asked for a minute and
put the phone aside to check a
publication. He stuck his head into
an adjoining office where county
agent Ken Palmer squirmed in his
chair trying to do three things at once
while talking with a visitor. "We don't
recommend a weed killer for
strawberries, not where they've just
got one row?" Cheatham asked.
Palmer twisted around. "No. Not
an area that small. It's better if he
does it by hand." The caller got his
answer. The county agent went back
to a piled up desk, still talking about
trying to be all things to all people.
The phone call was one of maybe a
hundred the staff would answer that
day. The Extension home economists
would get their share also.
On this morning, Howard Oates,
associate county agent, was out
helping a dairyman on plans to
pasteurize his milk and offer it on a
cash-and-carry basis for area resi-
dents. Cheatham was on the phone
with a gardener. Assistant county
agent Claude Smith was on another.
Both had to go to Clemson later in the
day for 4-H horse training. They
spend maybe 60 percent of theirtime
working with 4-H youths in the
county.
Palmer had mail to go over, a nine
o'clock appointment, a 10 a.m. date
to speak to a club on vegetable
gardening, a Rotary Club meeting at
one o'clock, and a 4 p.m. radio in-
terview. In between, there was
Associate Agent Howard Oates, left,
and Palmer discuss cattle problems
with Dr. George Campbell of Mauldin
where he raises a Shorthorn beef
herd. Agricultural production still
gets major interest in Greenville
County.
"some correspondence I've got to
do," and demands for figuring with a
county beef producer who wanted
Clemson to help with a decision on
whether he should get out of the
business or not. An Extension beef
specialist had been called to come
over for a joint visit with the pro-
ducer.
In their increasingly urbanized
county of 276,000 people where
agriculture is still important, the
Greenville Extension office has been
forced to redirect priorities. Em-
phasis now is on a clinical approach,
mass meetings to reach more people
with all the educational information
Extension provides.
Early in the year, Palmer had a
meeting on field crops and farm
production. Seventy farmers at-
tended. Specialists from Extension's
headquarters staff at Clemson came
in and spoke: the agronomists,
pathologist, entomologist, ag-
ricultural engineer, and all the others
who review for producers Clemson's
latest research and recommenda-
tions.
To meet escalating calls for
homeowner help, the county agent
arranged a Spring basic landscaping
clinic for the public at Greenville
TEC. It drew 361 people. A later
vegetable gardening clinic brought
an overflow of 600 "and maybe a
couple of hundred we had to turn
away."
Probably the biggest happening of
the year in clinics comes each year in
May with an all-day plant problem
clinic at McAlister Square. The
specialist staff is there and the public
is invited in with plant problems, soil
samples, insects, "or any other
problems of this kind they have,"
Palmer says. Last year: 5,000
problems.
The staff also emphasizes mass-
media communication to support the
clinics, programs, and general Ex-
tension programs.
Palmer's weekly Monday morning
column in the daily newspaper goes
to maybe a quarter-million readers.
Special news releases, radio spots,
mailed newsletters and two pro-
grams monthly on a weekly TV series
are part of the approach. One of the
most popular outlets, Palmer feels,
are radio chats with an area broadcast
personality. "Anytime I have
something we need to get before the
people, I call Monty DuPuy and we
have a radio chat."
The services are different from
Palmer's early years with Extension
nearly two decades ago after
graduation from Clemson. "Our
work used to be almost 100 per cent
with farmers," he says. "Now we're
spending at least 80 per cent of our
time with urban residents. It's just
skyrocketing."
Soil samples, alone, he says, could
keep one man busy. "We've had
2,088 soil samples since July. We led
the state last year in the number sent
to Clemson. And we don't push soil
samples—we don't take any. We just
handle what comes in."
With all the demands, Palmer
—
who may wear a coat and tie in the
morning for a ladies' club talk and get
into working boots for an afternoon
visit in a cattle lot—battles to see that
agriculture gets what it must have.
"We have more farming in
Greenville County than most people
realize," he says. "We grossed close
to $9 million last year and had the
largest livestock association in the
state. I get out with our farmers when
I can, and I always tell them that if
they have a problem to call me.
Clemson is here to help them; we'll
see that they get attention."
The Wolfpack
CERTIFIED CARPET SERVICES, INC.




Mobile Carpet Cleaning Plant
Commercial Carpet Maintenance
Expert Custom Upholstery Cleaning
Certified Carpet Installers
South s largest carpet workroom for
fringing, speedbinding & serging
fire restoration - smoke
309 Butler Ave. - Greenville, S. C
1975 ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
N — NIGHT GAME HOME TEAM IN ORANGE





William & Mary 7


























N. C. State 8
Florida 7
Virginia 22





















































N. C. State 21
North Carolina 20










































































We make more of the things
bankers need than
anyone else in the world
LeFebure is one of the largest manufacturers of
banking equipment and security systems. We make
everything from automated customer terminals,
vault doors and motor banking systems to cash
handling equipment, safe deposit boxes and de-
positories. Everything financial institutions need.
Branch Office and Warehouse:
Charlotte, N.C. • 704/376-7419
J.C. Lyons — Branch Manager
Sales Engineers:
Jack Wilson, Charlotte, N.C, 704/376-7419
and Harold Ballentine, Columbia, S.C.,
Division of Walter Kidde & Company, Inc. 803/798-3689.
Ben Satcher

















Travelers Rest, S. C.







George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood, S. C.
Roger Odum, Chevrolet-Olds, Walterboro, S. C.
OUR DEEP APPRECIATION. . .
To the automobile dealers shown and listed on this page who
have donated cars to the Clemson Athletic Department for use in





































Many Things To Many People
They are doctors, lawyers, teachers,
farmers, businesspersons, military
strategists, public servants. They have a lot
going lor them. They have an opportunity to
grow. And their roots are here on this cam-
pus. They are former students of this institu-
tion in the foothills of South Carolina.
Clemson University has been involved
in providing one of this nation's most vital
commodities since 1893. Yet, the educational
capabilities of Clemson continue to mount,
and the University has a vibrant incentive to
demonstrate its ability, and an objective
yardstick to measure it.
As Clemson University continues its
contribution to the development of this state,
it remains an indispensable part of its future.
Combine capacity, ability and opportunity
and you conclude that potential is virtually
unlimited.
It is, with your help. Graduates, former
students and friends of Clemson are not only a
source of pride for the University but a
monumental strength in undergirding its
educational programs with annual invest-
ments in the institution through the Clemson
Alumni Loyalty Fund and other development
opportunities at the University.
But greater challenges lie ahead. Know-
ledge has multiplied beyond comprehension;
the domestic and world situations have be-
come unwieldy and precarious. To make sure
performance measures up to potential, Clem-
son University utilizes wisely and frugally ev-
ery source of aid possible from all sectors of a
free society— private citizens and founda-
tions, business and industrial organizations,
state and federal governments.
Now, more than ever before, Clemson
needs you, your interest, and your invest-
ment in education. Now, more than ever be-




































PHONE 582-7679 — 463-4176
POST OFFICE BOX 1195
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA 29304
TRY OUR GRANT'S MIRACLE TRAVELER CLEANER
AND OUR
GRANT'S SPINDLE BRAKES
WE ALSO SPECIALIZE IN ALL SPINNING FRAME PARTS!
THE HUSKIE



































































Col. Louis W. Jackson
Dr. John F. Rainey
Marion F. Stewart
Frederick Gilmer





Anderson Savings & Loan
ANDERSON, S.C.
FOOTBALL
Filmed highlights of today's game with Coach Red Parker and the Voice of the Clemson Tigers,
Jim Phillips, can be seen each Sunday afternoon at 12:00 on WFBC-TV and the following stations:
WCIV-TV Charleston WRDW-TV North Augusta
WBTWTV Florence WNOK-TV Columbia
Sponsored by:
' First National Bank
WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE , SOUTH CAROLINA
Clemson and Stevena.Partners in textiles.
Clemson alumni, students, and
faculty are important to Stevens.
Tiger alumni continue to help keep
Stevens a recognized leader in the
international textile market place.
Clemson students help Stevens
plants near the campus maintain
high levels of productivity. Stevens
and the textile industry at large
benefit each year from the research
and recommendations of Clemson
faculty and graduate assistants.
Clemson and Stevens . . . partners
on the campus and in the plants.
J.P Stevens&Co. , Inc.











The Clemson Tiger as most fans know him. He's all over the football field; he's running
around the basketball court; and even/time a group of Clemson athletes gather for a
competitive contest, the Clemson Tiger is there.
Jerome Hill





TIGERS in Textiles, Plastics,
Paper and Industrial Machinery
Louis P. B
Cot,ompstiy








One Piece Harness Cords
Lug Straps
Loop and Box Pickers
Circular Knitting Pattern Wheels
Knitting & Felting Needles
Ceramic Guides & Eyelets
Cone Base Pads
Mats and Matting
Flags and Flag Poles
Custom Banners
ShuR-SliK Dry Film Lubricant
ShuR-TufF Plastic Parts
Tungsten Carbide Knives & Loopers
for Cut Pile Carpet
Batson
Yarn and Fabrics Machinery
Group, Inc.
Machinery, Equipment, Supplies and Service for
Fiber Producing, Opening and Blending, Carding,
Open End Spinning, Twisting, Warp Tying, Weaving,
Autoclaves, Mini-setters, Tufting, Knitting,
Needle-Punch, Non-Woven, Web Monitoring, Warp
Beam and Cloth Trucks, Roving Stripping, Pressure




"The Capital Expenditures Division"
Machinery, Equipment, Supplies and Service for
Textile Dyeing, Bleaching, Printing and Finishing;
and for the Manufacturing and Converting of Paper,
Plastics, Film and Foil.
"The A ccessories Division
"
Web Guides









Batson "Litter Gitter" Suction Cleaner
Web Cleaners
Static Eliminators
Fiberglass Materials Handling Trucks
Renewal Parts and Supplies
Installation and Service
P. Batson
Omp&ny AND AFFILIATES • Home Office: BOX 3978 • GREENVILLE, S. C. 29608 U.S.A. • TEL. (803) 242-5262
H. ELLIOTT BATSON, Class of 1951, President • LOUIS P. BATSON, JR., Class of 1949, Vice President
Clemson played before almost a half-million football fans last fall, and 251 ,424 of those grid boosters saw the Tigers'
six home games in 1 974, for an average of 41 ,904 per game. The largest home crowd a year ago was the 52,667 total










ARA-Slater's philosophy is a unique,
systematic approach designed to
achieve our most important goal:
STUDENT SATISFACTION. This concept
is a result of our experience with
millions of students. We have the
flexibility to understand your needs
and the capability to satisfy them.
At Clemson, ARA demonstrates
practical, new methods for providing
nourishing, well-balanced meals to
athletes, students and staff. Our
corporate and regional specialists
give ARA's dining service manager
expert advice in planning menus,
purchasing goods, controlling
waste, utilizing labor. The support
of this team effort is carried out
daily in Schilletter Hall and
Harcombe Commons, and at the Clemson
House Buffeteria. It is our desire
to serve students what they
want and to accommodate them
by providing this same
efficient service for special
events or festive holiday meals.
We're here to provide the type
of service that will benefit
the entire school and community.
THA T'S WHA T WE THINK A DINING
SERVICE IS ALL ABOUT.











Griffin, Ga. Greenville, S. C.
ke Pusey
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Homecoming at Tigertown is always a festive and fun-packed weekend. In addition to the
all-student productions at Tigerama the night before the game, the fraternities provide the
campus with attractive displays, like the one above, which honors Red Parker, the 1974










If You Can Afford Their Hamburgers
































Modern-day times came to our Clemson Tiger last fall. In the 1 974 finale against South Carolina, the Tiger jumped on













When the name of
the game is service,
you have to be
where the action is!
For textiles, the action is
in the southeast, and that's
why we have just completed
a major expansion of our
Southeast District Office in
Charlotte. Every aspect of
this facility— technical service
laboratories, warehouse, distribution
and customer service— has been expanded and
modernized. Where the action is— that's where
you will find Sandoz with the service you need,
when you need it, and where you need it.
Why not see for yourself?
Come and visit us, and see what
the newest in textile customer
service facilities can do for
you, and why you too wil






Nine returning lettermen are back in camp from last year's
Clemson basketball team, one that many felt was the best
ever in the school's history, as Bill Foster enters his initial
year at the Tiger helm.
Heading the list is 7-1 junior center Tree Rollins, a second
team All-Atlantic Coast Conference selection last winter
who led the league in both rebounding (11.7) and blocked
shots (119).
Rollins gained some international experience for the sec-
ond consecutive summer as a member of the first Inter-
continental Cup Basketball Team, and then spent the mid-
dle part of October in Mexico City at the Pan Am Games.
Last year Clemson raced to a fine 17-11 record, posted its
best regular season ACC finish ever with a second place tie,
earned its first national ranking ever in both wire service
polls, and advanced to its first post-season berth ever with an
NIT bid.
But Foster is absent three starters from that team in Jo Jo
Bethea and Wayne Croft, both ofwhom graduated, and Skip
Wise, who inked a multi-year three-quarter of a million
dollar contract with the Baltimore franchise of the ABA.
Returning with Rollins as a starter is Stan Rome (10.4),
who spent the fall with the football team.
Other lettermen back are Colon Abraham (7.1), David
Brown (2.9), Jimmy Howell (2.5), and Andy Butchko at the
forward spots, and Bruce Harman (1.7) and John Franken
(3.0) in the backcourt.
Charlie Bogers (3.9) has served as backup to Rollins for the
past two seasons, and he's ready for more duty at center.

























*North Carolina Chapel Hill


































hurst, N. Y., 6-7 Marvin Dickerson of Charleston, and 6-2
Derrick Johnson of Indianapolis, Ind.
The Tigers are talented, however, young — three
freshmen, three sophomores, four juniors, and only two
seniors. But Foster is working for the right blend to keep








Two fine stores to serve
the piedmont area..
.
McALISTER SQUARE ANDERSON MALL
GREENVILLE, S. C ANDERSON, S C.
WESTGATE MALL
SPARTANBURG, S, C




Feature Twirlers: Carolyn Helena, Katie Pickett, Debbie Rowell, Carolane
Bagnal.
Staff
Barry Antley Debbie Rowell
Vice Commander Tigerette Captain
Keith Snelgrove Marti Carter
Sergeant Major Twirling Coordinator
Gensie Cheatham Fred Ulmer
Supply Officer Flag Corps Captain
Eddie Oates Nick Peck
Librarian Voice of TIGER BAND
Tigerettes: Mary Roberts, Patricia Alley, Leilani Shannon, Robin Marsh
IPTAY~ Special Recognition
For the 11th straight year, contributions made to the Clemson
IPTAY Club showed an increase over the previous 12 months.
Altogether. 10,706 individuals and firms contributed $854,500,
which was 1 14 per cent of the quota initially set.
South Carolina made 1 1 5 per cent of its goal, North Carolina 1 08,
Georgia 117 and the remaining states 108.
This was the first time over three quarters of a million dollars was
realized and the fourth straight year over a half million dollars came
in. Every penny received by IPTAY since its beginning in 1934 has
been used for athletic scholarships only.
On the following pages, we have listed those people and business
organizations, who are being recognized by their permission, for
their interest and continued support of IPTAY.
$2000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
Abney Mills

























T. C. Atkinson. Jr. Mr. & Mf9
Marion, Hampto'0"




Coach Frank J. Howard Mr. & Mrs. Hoke Sloan




Jame cKeown, III Thoi
Columbia, S. C lolumbia, S. C.
RalphjRjfrjper
i^ppfC.






§im «l0 Mmeer, Jr. DaviagltTiith Mr. & MP^pJPG. Poole, Jr. ^FJficWeL Jr.























Moncks Corner, S. C
w
By: Clyde D. Umphlett
& Calhoun W Umphletf
Moncks Corner. S C
. Kay. Jr
F. A. Bailey. Ill




N. Penn Lewis Harrison Electrical Constructors. Inc.
Greenville S. C
Dr. Fletcher C. Derrick Jr





























Guy V. Whitener, Jr
Darlington S. C
P. E. Hughes, Jr—... Dr John M.& Martha B. Thomason
Florence, S. C.
R. W. Dalton Daniel International Corporation
Dalton & Neves Engineers Cutrrie B. Spivey, Jr










W. G. DesChamps, Jr
Bishopville, S. C
6mm
Dr. Harry B. Arant. Jr. DDS
angebunj. S. C
Capt & Mrs. Frank J. Jerevy





Make Check or Money order payable to: Add 4% S.C. Sales Tax
Clemson Canteen Giftshop To all shipments $1.00
per order to cover handling.




Regardless of the occasion or person, the
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP has
made gift shopping easy. Merely select
the product(s) you so desire, complete the
coupon and forward with check to
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP.
Clemson University, Clemson, S. C.
29631
# 1 —Rubber baby pants with Tiger. Sizes
S (to 12 lbs.), M (12 to 18 lbs ), L (24 to
30 lbs.) $1.79
#2—Baby bib with Tiger (Plastic with terry
cloth lining) $1 .79
#3—Purple and orange STOCKING CAP
with CLEMSON on front (one size fits
all) $3.98
#4—Adult gymn shorts CLEMSON white
W/navy stripe. Sizes S (28-30), M (32-
34), L (36-38), XL (40-42) $3.49
#5—Child's SWEAT SHIRT in orange or
white. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8). M (10-
12), L (14-16) $4.50
#6—Child's T-Shirt white with navy trim.
XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $2.98
#7—Child's navy and orange T-Shirt.
Sizes XS (2-4). S (6-8). M (10-12), L
(14-16) (Orange not available in
XS) $2.75
#8—Child's T-Shirt white with orange
trim. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8). M (10-12),
L (14-16) $2.98
#9A—Adult navy unlined jacket with
PAW in Sizes S, M, L, XL $1 0.98
9B—Children's unlined jacket available
in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $9.98
#10—Adult orange unlined jacket with
white PAW. Sizes S, M, L, XL . $10.98
10B—Children's unlined jacket availa-
ble in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $9.98
10C—Adult orange light lined jacket
with PAW. Sizes S.M, L. XL ... $15 98
#11A—Adult navy light lined jacket with
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY. Sizes S, M,
L, XL $15.98
1 1 B—Adult navy also available in pile
lining. Sizes S, M, L, XL $19.98
1 1
C—Child's navy light lined jacket.
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $14.98
#12—Roll up nylon rain hat. Sizes 6 7/s, 7,
7Va, 7%, 73/s, 7V2 , 7% $4,95
#13—Adult short sleeve orange football
jersey, 100% cotton Sizes S, M, L,
XL $6.98
#14A—Adult natural football |ersey,
100% cotton. Sizes S, M, L, XL . . $7.50
14B—Children's natural football jersey,
100% cotton. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8). M
(10-12), L (14-16) $6.50
#15A—Adult orange football jersey.50%
cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S. M, L,
XL $7.50
15B—Youth orange football jersey,
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S (6-
8), M (10-12). L (14-16) $6.50
15C—Juvenile orange football |ersey,
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S (2),
M (4), L(6) $5.50
# 1 6—Adult nylon mesh golf or tennis shirt
available in white or navy. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $9.98
#1 7—Orange golf hat with TIGER PAW &
adjustable strap $4 98
#18A—Old fashioned glasses with
TIGER PAW. Set of 8 $13.50
18B—Old fashioned glasses with COL-
LEGE SEAL done in silver. Set of
8 $14.50
#19A—Highball glasses with TIGER
PAW. Set of 8 $12.50
19B—Highball glasses with COLLEGE
SEAL done in silver. Set of 8 . $13 50
#20—Small mug CLEMSON/PAW crest
metal tankard. 10oz $5.98
#21—Ash tray 5 in. diameter metal
W/PAW $3 98
#22—Large mug CLEMSON/PAW crest
metal tankard. 16 oz $7.98
#23—Adult's golf or tennis shirt, 50% cot-
ton, 50% polyester, available in navy or
white. Sizes S, M, L, XL $7.98
#24—Adult's SWEAT SHIRT orange,
navy, or white with TIGER PAW. Sizes
S, M, L, XL $5.50
#25—Adult white T-Shirt with navy trim.
Sizes S, M L, XL $3.25
#26—Adult navy or orange T-Shirt with
CLEMSON & PAW. Sizes S. M, L,
XL $2.98
#27—Adult SWEAT SHIRT with SEAL:
orange only. Sizes S. M, L, XL $5 50
#28—Adult T-SHIRT with CLEMSON;
navy or orange. Sizes S, M. L, XL $2 98
$1000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
### <t## #f#^ialHMlL^KM MrS Dorothy J. Crews John W. Derrick Dr. Ray Elam








2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. 0. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371








Alan M. Tewkesbury, III





Anderson County Clemson Club
Anderson Orthodontic Asso.
Doctors Croxton & McConnell
James H. Boulware
Nathan W. Childs
Robert F. Coble, Jr. and
Charles C. Allen, Jr.
Ronald D. Cromer
Wometco Vend-a-Matic
Doctors Hentz & Hentz,
King Oil Company
In Memory of Max B. Ki
Randy McClure
Piedmont Electric Wholesale Co.
James A. Smith, Jr.




Dr. J. Clayton Richardson
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
Belton, S. C.
Pendleton, S. C.
Boscobel Golf & Country Club
E. Buckley Hancock





Dr. Gary L. Mullins
Blackville, S. C.






Aaron A. Nettles, Jr.
Charleston, S. C.
E. M. Seabrook, Jr.
Mt. Pleasant, S. C.
Doctors J. O. and K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant Hospital, Inc.
Mt. Pleasant, S. C.
CHEROKEE COUNTY
















J. W. Green Company, Inc.
Turbeville, S. C. |3
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Hartsyille, S. C.
T. James Bell, Jr., M.D.












T. W. Salisbury, Jr.
GEFIELD COUNTY









A. H. McMeekin, Jr.
Monticello, S. C.
























Garden City Beach, S. C.







ys Island, S. C
ENVILLE COUNTY
Greenville, S. C.
T. L. Ayers, Jr.
Davis Electrical Construction, Inc
AARO Rents, Inc.
e Beer Shoppe Ltd.





Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Sloan Construction Company, Inc.




Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
Dr. Edwin L. Stroud
Willimon B. Sturgis
Fred M. Thompson
J. P. Thompson, Jr.































Dr. Roland M. Knight








Palmetto Loom Reed Company
John Perkins
In Memory of Calvin G. Ridgeway
James Rochester Company, Inc.
J. D. Rudder








A. M. Tuck, Inc. #1




awton Oil Company, Inc.
Estill, S. C.






Little River, S. C.
Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Jimmy Benton
George J. Bishop, III
A. S. Dargan













Cross Hill, S. C.
W. W Niver. Jr.
Joanna, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Charles W. Bussey, Jr.
P. W. McAlister
LEXINGTON COUNTY









Lee Harold Witt, Jr.
Swansea, S C.
MARION COUNTY






















First National Bank of S. C.
Sam B. Hutto, Jr.
Larry W. Flynn
David G. Jeter
In Memory of S C McMeekin
By: S. C. McMeekfc, Jr.
Dr. L Emmert Madden
Patrick Construction Company,
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
F. E. Huggins, Jr &
D. I. Wilson, III
Hemingway, S. C.




Rock Hill, S. C.
Marshall E. Walker
Rock Hill, S. C.










W. A. Cartwnght. Jr.
D. A. Kennerly




Central Concrete & Plaster, Inc.
Central, S. C.
Clemson, S. C.
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Dukes
Dr. Benjamin C. Dysart, III
Col. & Mrs. Marvin C. Ellison
Byron and Mickey Harder
Coach Frank J. Howard
Thomas M. Hunter






























J. T. James, Jr.
Sumter Casket Company
Jasper T. James, III
Sumter Casket Company
Korn Industries, Inc.
Dr. Wyman L. Morris &
Sammie Morris
The National Bank of S. C.












































Hugh D. Putnam, Sr.
Cherryville, N. C.
Dr. W. T. Maclauchhn
Conover Medical Clinic
Conover, N. C.
Dr Joe B. Godfrey
Forest City, N. C.
Harry M. Bryant
Gastonia, N. C.














































Mr. & Mrs William C DuPre







H C Coward & Son
Elbert Hines Hamilton
John G Molony &
William W. Molony, Jr
A H Peler. Jr
T. Clifton Weeks




North Augusta. S C
John T. Gibbs. Jr
North Augusta. S C
Dr W G Watson
North Augusta, S C







Anderson Orthopedic Clinic. P
Baychem
William R. Aiken
Dr. Robert B. Belk










Dillard Marine & Sport Center
Dr. Claude Dixon




J. Tom Forrester. Jr
Walter L Gaillard, M D
Robert V Harrell
Robert Lee Hill
Dr Charles W Hinnant





William L. Lyles. Jr &
Stonewall J. Watson. Ill
Virgil P McCormick &
Douglas Farrell Clements
G Eugene Madden
Electric City Printing Company
Steve E Madden
Electric City Printing Company
Kenneth M Mattison &
Christopher G Olson
Dr. Vernon Merchant, Jr
Robert L. Morgan
P C Osteen. Jr.
J. Roy Pennell, Jr
Dr James E Pennell
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co
T. C. Kay
A R Ramseur
Red Circle. Inc.—Clemson Store
Dr. Donald C. Roberts &
Dr. Joseph C. Yarbrough, Jr
Allan P Sloan, Jr.
Dr. T. F. Stanfield
i
Pele & Jim Stathakis
Dr A Fred Stringer, Jr.
Chris Suber
George M Taylor
Welborn Tire Service. Inc
W Gerald Welborn
P. Louis Whitworth




John W Wood. Jr
Belton, S. C.
Baylis E Anderson
Mr & Mrs Samuel Ashley
Jimmy Caldwell
Capital Bank & Trust
James R Fowler, Pres
Linwood Cheatham
Dr Leonard W Douglas
George L. Graham
William P Kay, Sr
Mr & Mrs Raymond A
Terry M Lawson
Jame^T^Little
Dr, Malcombe A McAII
Steve Pearce
Honea Path, S. C.
Michael L. Hurt
The Peoples Bank ol
Iva, S. C.
Donald L. Bunton
Pelzer, S. C. M
Pendleton, S. C.
Dr. Charles R. Griffin
John D. Medlock, Jr
Williamston, S. C.
George H. Durham Ji
Lamar Gaillard
Harper Buildoi's Inc


















Hilton Head Island, S. C.#
BERKELEY COUNTY
Moncks Corner, S. C.
Allstate Steel Erectors, Inc.
Dr. Peter E Myers, IV
Dr. Rhett B. Myers
CALHOUN COUNTY
Eldon V Haigler. Jr
Cameron. S. C.
S H Houck









Coleman O Glaze. Vice Pres
First Citizens Bank & Trust Co.







A B. Schirmer. Jr
Dan. H Swanger
Hans F. Paul




David M Murray. Jr
Hanahan, S C.
Salvador V Sottile
Isle of Palms. S C
Richard E Wheeler






Mr. & Mis W A Hjmbright
Gaffney* S. C. afl
Dr. W. Ronald Barrett, DMD
Lawrence F Childers
Southern Loom Reed Mfg. Co.
John M. Hamfick, Jr.
Wylie Hamrick
E. Raym< >nd Parker
Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.







Mrs. S. W. Gough
Sammy Worthy Gough
J. B. Pressley, Jr
Mr. John Neely P^essle
Miss Joan Pres*y
Dr, Halslted M. Stoi
Church Street Clinu
Fred A. Triplett. Jr
In Memory of Mr. J.
G W. Young








Dr. Clarence E. Coker, Jr.
Manning. S C.












































St. George, S C








Mr. & Mrs. Robert H Herlong
Johnston, S. C.
L. D. Holmes, Jr.
Johnston, S. C.
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Maxie C. Collins III
Ridgeway
Peter L. McCall, Jr














J. J. Frick Sawmill. Inc
Florence, S. C.
B M Brodie




Clyde S Bryce. Jr P E
Engineering Consultants






J W Truluck. Jr
O L Turner
Turner's Market
Charles Wise Realty Company




Rollins & Hagan Insurance Agency
Lake City, S. C.
L. M. Coleman, Jr




























Fountain Inn, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Dwight F Allen
United Merchants & Mfgrs., Inc.









C. P Ballenger, Jr
Bob L Banks
Mr. & Mrs. Harry G. Batson
Sam Boan
James H Brown, Jr.
Frank B Cameron
Carolina Industrial Insulating Co
Bill G West. Pres




John M. Chewning. Jr.
J. M. Clary
Contrac, Inc.
Cooper Motor Lines, Inc
Richard L Few
C. F. Dawes
Dean Construction Company, Inc.






Charles F Gentry. Jr.
Bruce Gibson

























Dr. Willis A. King. Jr
Klinck Construction Company, Inc.
Julian M. Langston, Jr
Langston Construction Co.. Inc
Frank S. Leake. Jr
W. A. Leslie
Dr James P McNamara
North Hills Medical Clinic









Mount Vernon Dryer Felt Company
R. Ligon King
William J Neely. Jr.
Orders Tile & Dist. Co., Inc
Jerry L. Pace




I. N. Patterson, Jr.
Jack Pittman
Pittman s Textile Machinery





Ken W I teed
He LJBidgell
E, R. Hoper
Sana' a Stone of South






Murray M Sn kely







Gerald S. Tompkins Ji
J. Harold Townes ii a i a
Trammell, Jr
























Mr & Mrs. Harold L. Hix
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood, S. C.
Dr F Erwm Abell, Jr.
William T. Barnett
Clarence L Beaudrot
Randy & Wayne Bell
Robert L Crawford, Jr











George F Smith, Jr
W R Sweanngen
HAMPTON COUNTY
J F Wyman, Jr,
J. F Wyman Inc.
Estill, S C

























At SCN,we help you develop your
personal Savings Strategy thats designed
to help you make the most ofwhat you
make. Its one moreway we make banking
easier in 1975.Come see us.
SjFSouth Carolina National





E. W. Prince, Jr





William M (Bill) Parker
Harold Riddle, A I A
William S. "Billy" Delk







T, F. McNamara. Jr
Crawford E, Sanders. Ill
J F. Watson



































C E Phillips, Jr
Lynchburg, S C
G. H. McCutchen


















West Columbia, S C
Wrenn Machine Tools, Inc.





T. C. Atkinson. Ill
Joe Bethea &
Ronnie Cnbb
Dr William L Cheezem, Jr.
Lacy Edwards, Jr.
Robert N Johnson, Jr.
James L. Skipper




























Dr. Harry B. Mays
Fair Play, S. C.
Seneca, S. C.




Dr. Don A. Richardson




Dr. J. A. Turner, Jr.
ward Smith Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Furber L. Whitmire, Jr.
Walhalia, , S. C.








J Clement Ulmer, Jr.
Elloree. S C
Robert H. Cauthen
Holly Hill, S C
H. D Folk
Holly Hill, S. C
J M Russell, Jr
Holly Hill, S C.
Thomas J Etheredge, III
North, S C.
George L. Binnicker. Jr.
Norway, S C




William W Cope &
H D Smoak, Jr.
Charles Parker Dempsey
C. O. Farnum
F Reeves Gressette, Jr
Gressette Pest Control Co
W C Higgmbotham, Jr.
Al M. Hughes
Lighting Creations, Inc
Harry M Mims, Jr. &
George S. Hill









John T Zeigler. Jr
Maynard D Funchess
Rowesville. S C





Ernest Jones Washrngton. Jr
Cateechee. S. C.





Mr. & Mrs. George U Bennett
Dr. C. A. Brandon
Doyle C. Burton
E. E. Clayton
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Cocke







C V Marchbanks. Jr
Dr JSam L. Moore
R. R. Ritchie
Lt. Col. Richard C. Robbin:
Robert W. Robinson, Jr
David E. Simons, Jr.
Drewry N. Simpson
Dr. B. R. Skelton
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Skelto
Thomas J. Tisdale, Jr.






Dr. C. S. Boland




Dr. J. H. Jameson
R. A. Jones
L & M Enterprise
Gene & Bob Mei
George B. (Bud) Nalley. Jr
Easley Lumber Company
W. J. Ragsdale





Paul E Bowie, Jr.











Ray O Brian Carter
Dr. Robert M. Clark
Ike Cogburn
L W Conder, Jr
Charles W. Cooper
Charles Edward Corley, III. M D
J Lewis Cromer, Attorney
Dr. James W Culclasure
Mrs W A Dial










In Memory of H. M. Hodges, Jr
R. D, Huffman Bft
Charles M. Joye
Maj. & Mrs. J. J. Kirby Jr (Ret )
David A. McLellan
Col. John L. Mack, Sr.
Market Restaurant
George G. Matthews Sr
Modern Exterminating Company




JeTfery- A O Cain
Eugene R. Patterson
Maurice G. Pearson, Jr.
C, Kenneth Powell
Bob Robinson















, C L U
^Hrcble Life Assurance Society











Mrs. Frances L Chappell
Joe Ben Weeks
SALUDA COUNTY
Ridge Spring, S. C.
James A Derrick









George Fox Bolen, Jr.,






T R Adams, Jr.
R. L. Alexander, Jr.








Piedmont Salt Terminal. Inc.
Hasell Legare Coleman, Jr.





Dr Robert J. Haas
Graver C Henry
Benjamin O Johnson
Frank W Lee, Jr.
W M Manning, Jr
Morgan Bank and Trust
Fort Wolfe
George R. O'Cain &
F. M. Foster, III
A W Shoolbred, Jr
J Clyde Simmons













Charlie R Boyle. Jr
Dr. John J. Britton
Demosthenes. McCreight
& Riley. A I A
Jack E. Ferguson
M. D. Fort &
Jack W Gibson
A. J. Gaughf
Dr Wilson Greene, Jr.
J. F. James




















Fort Mill, S. C
Rock Hill, S. C.
C. Weldon Burns, Jr
Flint Realty &
Const. Company, Inc.
Robert H. Flint, Pres
D P Herlong
C. C Jenkins, Jr.
Mac-Fab, Inc.
J L Honeycutt. Pres
$250 GOLD CARD
The Original Barn. Inc.
G G George
H M Shaw



























































New York, N. Y.




Dr Charles Davant. Jr
Blowing Rock Medical Clinic. P A.






John M Blackmon. Jr.




W. C. Davis. Ill
J Porter Gibson
Thomas W Glenn, III
W. S. Gordon. Jr
Steve C Griffith. Jr

























Col. J. L. Edmonds
Mr & Mrs E T Mcllwain
(Life Member)
Walter M. Nash, III
A U Priester, III
Junius R Smith. Jr
Rocky Mount, N. C.
J B Lipscomb
Sanford. N. C.








Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tenn.


























We also express our appreciation to those IPTAY members in the above categories for their support, but who prefer to have their names omitted.
Given today's economy, architects and
builders are going to be praising load-
bearing brick for years to come. Be-
cause, all things being equal, you can
put up a building faster with load-
bearing brick than concrete and steel.
And you can put it up for less money.
And you don't sacrifice a thing
aesthetically.
At Richtex, we're uniquely equipped
to helpyou takeadvantage of the boom
in bearing-wall construction, because
we've got a newly automated plant that
can turn out all the big brick you need.
So give us a call. And find out what's
cooking at Richtex. P.O. Box3307,Col-
umbia, South Carolina DI/UTCV




1. Robert R. Carpenter (Duke), Belmont, N. C.
2. Wilburn C. Clary (South Carolina), Winston-Salem,
4. Carl B. Deane (Duke), Charlottesville, Va.
5. Ernest D. Hackney (North Carolina), Wilson, N. C.
6. Dayle Phillips (Wake Forest), Raleigh, N. C.
7. Vincent Price (Charleston), Gaffney, S. C.
8. Donald B. Safrit (Lenoir Rhyne), Raleigh, N. C.
9. Robert Wood (Wash. & Lee), Lynchburg, Va.
UMPIRES:
40. V. E. Baugh (Clemson), Orangeburg, S. C.
44. Tom Chambers (Duke), Winston-Salem, N. C.
43. Bradley Faircloth (Duke), Greensboro, N. C.
45. Clark Gaston (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
41. Milton A. Hines (Guilford), Southern Pines, N.
47. Ray Moore (U. S. Maritime), Columbia, S. C.
48. Clifton Noble (East Carolina), Bristol, Va.
42. B. A. Rimer (North Carolina), Waxhaw, N. C.
LINESMEN:
12. Richard Carrington (Virginia), Lynchburg, Va.
13. W. R. Cummings (Unattached), Columbia, S. C.
14. Hugh Currin (Wake Forest), Oxford, N. C.
15. A. B. Elliott (Virginia Tech), Springfield, Va.
16. Thomas B. Harris (Duke), Charlotte, N. C.
17. William Jamerson (Virginia Tech), Appomattox, Va.
18. George Manning (Georgia Tech), Gastonia, N. C.





-•*- m1m " eg«a^» WMjXMA
OPEN: 11 A.M. - 10P.M.








21. Ernest W. Benson (Evansville), Albany, Ga.
22. Nelvin Cooper (Elon), Cary, N. C.
23. William Davis (Duke), Wilson, N. C.
24. Ronald DeSouza (Morgan State), Baltimore, Md.
25. Mark Kane (Clemson), Charlotte, N. C.
26. William Luper (Guilford), Greensboro, N. C.
27. Raymond Menton (Loyola), Ellicott City, Md.
28. Jim Rosser (Auburn), Martinsville, Va.
BACK JUDGES:
30. Earl Barnett (Virginia), Charlottesville, Va.
31. Wallace Burke (Elon), Raleigh, N. C.
32. Thomas Hunt (North Carolina), Durham, N. C.
33. Grady Ray (Newberry), Columbia, S. C.
34. Gil Rushton (Clemson), Easley, S. C.
35. Robert Sandell (Johns Hopkins), Charlottesville, Va.
60. Maynard Strickler (East Tenn. State), Crozet, Va.
36. Weldon Waites (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
FIELD JUDGES:
50. Gerald Austin (Western Carolina), Summerfield, N. C.
51. Ernest Cage (Southeastern U.), New Carrollton, Md.
52. Larry Carter (Auburn), Greensboro, N. C.
53. C. C. Dailey (Unattached), Greenville, S. C.
54. Carl Herakovich (Kansas U.), Blacksburg, Va.
37. Lawrence Hill (Bradley), Landover, Md.
55. Jim Knight (Wake Forest), Matthews, N. C.
56. Joe Long (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
57. Courtney Mauzy (Wash. & Lee), Raleigh, N. C.
58. A. C. Rhoads (Ohio U.), Winston-Salem, N. C.








Drinks in Souvenir Cup 500
Potato Chips 200
Aspirin 450




Buttons with dangles 2.00
Pennants 2.00








The R. L. Bryaji Company
C^ra^tdmen in ^ine C^ommerciaf /-^rinfincj Since 1844
301 GREYSTONE BOULEVARD, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29210
Columbia • Charleston • / Florence • Charlotte
35 Acres Under Roof
(or approximately 30 football fields)
834 months from ground-breaking to start-up




At Yeargin we take pride in our work. And we are es-
pecially proud of the new steel belted radial pas-
senger tire plant we built for Firestone at Wilson,
North Carolina. More than 1 ,600,000 square feet.
As the builder of this new facility, we handled all
aspects of construction with our own craftsmen and
supervision — civil, mechanical, and electrical. And
we completed the work in record time. The first tire
was produced only 8 1/2 months after the ground-
breaking in June, 1973.
When you think construction, think Yeargin. We can
build it fast; we can save you money; and our quality
of workmanship is second to none.
The P-R-l-D-E Builder
YEARGIN
P. O. Box 6508 Greenville, South Carolina 29606 803/242-6960
